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The ACODAC System

by
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ABSTRACT

This report describes the ACOustic DAta Capsule (ACODAC)
system together with its auxiliary systems as configured
and used in 1971. It traces the program history from
1969 through 1971, outlines the ocean acoustics experi-
mental lequirements which generak ed the ACODAC concept
and discusses the technical specifications and features
of the ACODAC system and its auxiliary systems including
those required for deployment, recovery and data pro-
cessing, Detailed mooring designs and experience as
documented on station logs from each of the six 1971
deployments are presented as are descriptions and evalua-
tions of the various deployment methods.
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I. ACODAC System

1.1 General

1.1.1 Background

The ACOustic DAta Capsule (ACODAC) system was developed to answer
a long standing need in underwater acoustic instrumentation. The need was
for long time aeries data, simultaneously acquired at a number of depths
throughout the water column in the deep ocean. In solving the design
problem for the system to meet the need, the following constraints were
observed:

A., Measurement periods of up to one month were required in a
band up to 3 kHz.

B. The data acquisition process was to be completely automatic
without the involvement of men or ships. In the first place, ships are
noisemakers; they generate acoustic noise which can rr.ask the signals
"being sought and, through surface motion, they can induce self noise into
a ship suspended array. For relatively short periods, ship, -an reduce
"their acoustic radiation by going to a "quiet ship" condition, but for
long periods, this becomes an infeasible approach. Finally, ships are
expensive and if it is required to make long term observations simulta-
neously from several sites, the cost rapidly becomes prohibitive.

"C. The system was to be "adaptable", i.e., the sampling depths
were to be selectable a' were the sampling intervals and durations.
Further, the system was to be deployable from a number of platforms;
it was not to be tied to a particular ship or shipboard installation for
deployment or recovery.

li. Table I lists the performance characteristics of the systems
developed to satisfy these needs. Appendix B details the systematic
organization of the ACODAC and supporting systems, but for the purpose
of this report the ACODAC system is divided into the following sub-
systems: data acquisition, main powe-, electromechanical cable, instru-
ment pressure vessel and miscellaneous components. The auxiliary
systems comprise those which are needed for launching and recovery,

L• maintenance and data processing; these include the ACODAC winch,
jacking stand, tracks, miscellaneous mechanical equipment and data
processing systems.

1.1.2 Program History

Woods Hole first formally proposed "An Investigation of Oceanic
Acoustic Ambient Noise via Long Term Unattended In Situ Recording" in
September 1969. The program's first objective was to develop an
ACODAC instrumentation system and then to employ five such ACODACF in
long term studies of ambient noise particularly in the low frequency
(less than 300 Hz) regions and to relate observations to sources,
natural and man-made, in both a deterministic and a statistical sense.

-1-



The September 1969 proposal was favorably received but not supportee at
that time, due to lack of available funds. When funding became available,
Woods Hcle submitted two supplementary proposals, one in January 1970
and one in May 1970, both of which were funded by the Office of Naval
Research (ONR). The January proposal defined "an initial packqae of work"
to proceed from 2 March until 30 June 1970. Its statement of work follows:
"It is proposed to complete the preliminary design, conduct the detail
design, define purchase specification, choose supplier and issue certain
long lead purchase orders for the first two ACODAC units. In connection
with this, necessary laboratory bench modelling will be accomplishee."
The work proposed in the January 1970 proposal was successfully co".ipleted.
The May 1970 proposal provided "for a continued high level of ac'ivity
in the program until such time as regular FY 71 funds can be made available."
Its statement of work follows: "During the period 1 July through
31 October 1970, it is proposed to redefine the ambient noise program,
complete the ACODAC detail design, complete specifications of all pur-
chased hardware, issue all major purchase orders, conduct most of the
breadboard circuit development and complete most of the mechanical com-
ponent development. Assembly and testing of completed ACODAC units will
take place after 31 October 1970." The work proposed in the May 1970
proposal was completed. A proposal submitted in September 1970 provided
for "the purchase of equipment, fabrication of components, assembly and

F test of two complete ACODAC units together with shipboard support equip-
ment..... and in instances of clear price advantage, purchases ..... for
all five units of the total program ..... also for planning subsequent
field observations." This work was accomplished as stated and the

ACODAC system was tested at sea off Cape Cod for a three day exposure
Luring May. The &CODAC system was approaching an operational state. The
proposal of May 1971 "took the syster- to sea" for a series of tests and
observations during the remainder of the year; it also provided for
detailed laboratory analyses of the results and preparations of systems
for the following year, incorporating the intvitable lessons learned
through exposure to the environment. Under the "sea observations" task
a series of deployments off Bermuda, Madeira and in the Mediterranean
were proposed and carried out in accordance with the following table:

Location Deployment Date Recovery Date Mooring

Bermuda
-' Lat. 32-17.9 N 8 Aug, 1971 20 Aug.197i B

Long. 64-29.6 W

Madeira
Lat. 33-20.0 N .t. 1971 20 Oct.1971 A
Long. 19-36.1 W

Lat. 33-22.8 N 10 Oct, 1971 18 Oct.1971 B
Long, 19-41.5 W

Mediterranean
Lat. 36-.5.7 N 2 Nov. 1971 2 Nov.1971 A
Long. 17-26.7 E

Lat. 36-17.8 N 1 Nov. 1971 25 Nv.1971 B
Long. 17-13.2 E

-2-



L:i
This report describes the system used during this phase of the ACODAC

program, the associated sbipboard support equipment and the opera=-
tional methods employed.

Li
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DATA SYSTEM

k E Number of Hydrophones 6

Recording Method Direct Record Analog

- Overali Dyn.a-.Ic range (per channel) -70 to 1ODB re V,'ubar in t',ree
auimatdcally selectad 27 DB rsnges

Tape Speed 1:/160 !FS or 15/16 IPS

Overall Frequency Response 15 to 300 Fz or 20 to 3000 Hz
within ±3 DB

Recording Duty Cycle Range 1:1 to 30:1 in selectable

integral ratios
E

Recording Time Per Cycle ! to 128 minutes sele'tabie

Total Recording Time (Duty cycle 100%) 10 2/3 days or 25.6 hrs.

"Total Bandwidth - Days
(BW x # channels x days) 19200 Hertz-days (6 hydrophones)

OPERATIONAL CHARALTERISTICS

!aximum Operating Pressure 9000 psi (Limited by sphere)

S. Acoustical Telemetry Data Leak indication
Pressure at upper end of hydrophone
array
Battery voltageEl

Ez Location Aids Redundant acoustic transpoeders

Recovery Method Redundant acoustic releases

Recovery Aids Acoustic pirger on capsule
31 Dual radio be~cons (27 M.z)

Dual zenon flashers

POWER

Main Power Supply Magnesium cells, 16 kwh

i Auxiliary Supply Magnesium cells

i MECHANICAL

Sphere 38" ID x 1.25" t, 7178-T6 alminum

I Hydrophone EIM Cable 7 Conductor, 3/8" double armor.d
cable
Amergraph Type 7437SB

ACODAC Performance Specifications
TABLE I

-4-



1.2 Data Acquisition Sub-system

1.2.1 General

The data sub-system consists of all those elements which trans-
form the acoustic pressure signal in the ocean into a magnetic record-
ing within the instrument pressure vessel (IPV). These include the
hydrophones with their preamplifiers, the transmission functions of

T the interconnecting connecting cable (which will be discussed under

Sect. 1.4.2 below), the IPV data amplifiers with their gair control
and error detection circuitry and the magnetic tape recorder. The
command and control circuitry and the master clock circuitry which
control the sampling program and interacts with the human operator at
the surface via acoustic telemetry also comprises part of the data
acquisition sub-system. A block diagram of the ACODAC data acquisi-

tion sub-system is shown in Figure 1. A photograph of the electronics
"package mounted in the IPV is shown in Figure 2.

1.2.2 Signal Processing and Recording

The data amplifiers interface the hydrophones with the tape
recorder and incorporate an automatic gain control circuit to com-
pensate for differences in dynamic range between the hydrophones and
the recorder. They also provide inputs for injecting calibration
and data annotation signals, and allow for frequency roll-off and
pre-recording equalization if required.

The tape recorder is the heart of the system. It is a low
speed, direct recording unit with IRIG compatible tape track config-
uration. This enables the data reduction to be performed with any
high qualit7 playback recorder at increased speed. The recorder was
chosen for its long term recording capability in terms of the timex
bandwidth product, low power drain and general suitability for
field use.

The command and control system includes a time code generator,
a multiple frequency generator, a calibration signal generator, the
tape recorder motor control circuitry, and a master clock.

The electronics of an American Machine & Foundry Co. (AMF)
Model 262 acoustic transponder/release system are also incorporated
into the sphere and are tied to an acoustic telemetry system. This
provides a means for determining the system depth after deployment,
relocating the system for retrieval, releasing the sphere, and check-
ing the status of the unit after deployment.

* * With the exception of the tape recorder, the time code genera-
tor, aid the AMF release, all electrical design and fabrication was
done at W.H.O.1. Of special concern in designing all circuits were

V power consumption and reliability. The conserve power, all devices
used were selected for their low current drain. The RCA Complemen-
ts, iymmetry-Metal Oxide Semiconductor (COSMOS) logic elements

;ed exclusively in all logic design. These devices exhibit
mlL. -t power dissipation and have a high noise immunity. Also

S~-5-
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they are usable over a wide range of supply voltages so that it was
unnecessary to provide tightly regulated power supplies. High gain
discrete transistors and micropower analog integrated circuits were
used when required. Extensive use of integrated circuits provided
increased reliability, ease of fabrication, and compact size.

All circuits are built on double sided printed circuit boards
employing high reliability connectors.

A. Tape Recorder

The original system requirements specified simultaneous
monitoring of seven hydrophones for a period of thirty days. Several
different methods of recording were compared in view of these re-
quirements ard the results are summarized in the following table.

Recording Signal-to- Tape Speed Required for 300 Hz Tape Required for
Method Noise Ratio Bandwidth and 6 Hydrophones 30 Days (1000 ft.)

Direct 24-40 db .05 - .2 ips 10.8 - 43.0

FM 40-55 db 1 3/4 ips 380

Digital 80 db 10.5 ips 2268.0

The analog methods (Direct and FM) have the advantage that
one tape channel can be devoted to each hydrophone whereas the hydro-
"phone signals have to be sequentially sampled and recorded serially
with a digital recorder. The an•unt of tape required for both FM and
digital recording is rrohibitive unless severe limitations on re-
cording time are imposed. Therefore, direct recording was chosen
although it offers a reduced signal-to-noise ratio and requires
"sophisticated dynamic range compression circuitry to match the hydro-
phone signal range to the :ecorder. One-half inch tape was selected
since the standard IRIG configurat'on provides seven data tracks and

Elk two edge tracks. One data track was assigned to each hydrophone and
th- edge tracks were to be used to record time code and other informa-
tion as required.

In selecting the recorder several factors were taken into
consideration including,

(a) Recording Capacity

(b) Signal bandwidth
(c' Dynamic range
(d) Size, weight and power
(e) Suitability for unattended field use
(f) Availability and price| (g) Data format and esise of retrieval
(h) Previous performance.

The Geotech Model 17373 recorder proved to be the best com-
promise and was selected. It is a relatively compact unit with con-

-7-
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centric reels, a captive loop tape path, and has been used at the WoodsHole Oceanographic Institution previously for acoustic and seismic work.

It can be built to run at various tape speeds and the following table
susunarizes its characteristics at 15/160 ips and 15/16 ips.

Geotech Model 17373 Tape Recorder

Tape Speed (ips) 15/160 15/16

Tape Capacity (1 Nil Tape) 7200 ft.
Recording Time 10 2/3 days 25.6 hours
Size 8"x18k"x22"
Weight 35 lbs.
Operating Temperature Range -6 to bf, '(
SHead Configuration IRIG Standard 7 Tracks + 2 Edge TracksSSpeed Accuracy ±.25%
Record Bandwidth 0-300 Hz 0-3000 Hz

Dynamic Range 30 dbLI Input Sensitivity Range .5 to 5v RMS

Power Supply Voltage ±11 to ±14
Power 13 watts 19 watts

To compensate for speed variations in the tape recorder which
would otherwise result in loss of resolution in narrow band spectrum
analysis and in loss of dynamic range, a reference frequency is im-
pressed on the auxiliary (time code) track of the recorder. The refer-
ence frequency is beat down from the master oscillator and has the
stability characteristics of the master clock. During A/D conversion
operations for generating a digital time series from the analog data,
the reference frequency signal triggers the sampling circuit. These
control frequencies are near the upper end of the usable band,
294.17 Hz and 2941.7 Hz for the 300 Hz and 3000 Hz band machines,
respectively.

B. Data Amplifiers

The data amplifiers interface the hydrophones with the tape
recorder and perform the following functions.

(a) They incorporate a step-wise automatic gain control
circuit which provides three gain settings separated by
27 db. This allows the 80 db dynamic range of the
hydrophone to be recorded on the recorder which has
only 30 db dynamic range. The average level of the
input signal is monitored once each minute and the gain
is then adjusted accordingly.

(b) Each amplifier also incorporates an overload detector.
If the input signal should become large enough to cause
the amplifiers to saturate before the gain is adjusted,
the err~r signal is switched into the data track in
place of the data.

(c) A calibration signal input is provided where a known
signal can be injected into the front end of the ampli-
fier in place of the data signal.

A detailed block eiagram of one amplifier is shown in

-9-
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Figure 3. Each amplifier is composed of three dmplifiers
stages in series. Fairchild Type vA735 operational
amplifiers are used in each stage for their small size,
low power drain and low waveform distortion. The feed-
back resistor of the first two stages can be changed by
field effect transistor switches which in turn change
the gain. The resistor values have been selected so that
the gain is either +20 db or -7 db. The third stage
amplifier gain can be adjusted by a potentiometer in the
feedback loop. The tape recorder is set to take signals
"in the range .lv to 3.Ov tms, and the amplifiers are
adjusted so that the output signal falls witiin this range.
The following table summarizes the gain settings and
input voltage range covered by each gain setting.

Overall Amplifier Stage Gain (DB) Input Signal Range Output Signal Range
Gain (DB) 1 2 3

+10 -7 -7 +24 .033 - l.Ov rms .1 - 3.Ov rms
+37 -7 +20 +24 .0015 - .045v rms .1 - 3.Ov rms
+64 +20 +20 +24 .0001 - .003v rms .1 - 3.Ov rms

The frequency response of the amplifier in all gain set-
tings is flat from about 8 Hz to about 7.0 kFz (-3 db poiitts).
The automatic gain control circuit consists of an amplifier-
rectifier, an integrator, two comparators and control
logic. The input signal is amplified by 20 db and half-
wave rectified to get only the negative side of the input
signal. This then goes into an integrator which generates
a voltage ramp that is proportional to the average input
signal level. Two comparators are used to generate inputs
to the control logic. Reference voltages are applied to
one input of each comparator and the integrator ramp is
applied to the other input. Depending on how high the
ramp voltage gets in one minute the comparators are either
tripped or noc and the control logic then adjusts the
gain of the amplifiers accordingly. All gain adjust-
ments are made once per minute and the ramp voltage is
simultaneously reset back to zero. The reference volt-
ages are adjusted so that the gain changes are made for
input signal levels of .003v rms and .045v rms as shown
the previous table.

The overload detector monitors the output of the data
amplifiers and when the output level is high enough to
cause overload distortion of the recorded signal, the
data signal is switched off and the error signal is
switched into the tape recorder. When the overload
condition is over, the data signal is switched back on.
A one shot multivibrator is used to hold the error
signal on for a minimum of .120 seconds whenever the

-. overload is triggered. This is to insure that there is
sufficient time to detect it upon playback.

-10-



A calibration signal input is provided at the front end
of the amplifiers so that the data can be switched off
and a known signal run through to the tape recorder
periodically. A typical calibration signal involves two
different frequencies and three different amplitudes.
At the same time the calibration signal is being applied
the automatic gain control logic circuitry is overriden

and the amplifier gains are controlled by the calibra-
tion signal generator.

To monitor each amplifier gain setting at playback, two
lines are run to the time code generator. The state of

t "these lines is encoded into the time code and outputted
from the time code reader.

1.2.3 Command and Control

The command and control system generally does all the "house-
keeping" chores of the system, It has several main parts as defined
in the following sections.

A. Master Clock and Oscillator

All frequencies and timing functions are derived from a
master oscillator and its associated countdown circuitry. The
oscillator is an Austron Sulzer Model 1115 high stability type
operating at 5 mHz. Its stability specifications are given in

S'"the follosniag table.

Variable Variation Stability

Supply Voltage 12± .6v DC ±5xl0-9

-- Ambient Temperature -2kC to +25kC 49xl0
Aging (After 72 hrs.) Over 24 hours 3x10-9

A two stage countdown circuit is used - the first stage
generates frequencies from 250 kflz to 1 Hz and the second stage
generates frequencies with periods from 2 seconds to one hour;
see Figure 4. All frequencies and timing functions used in the
system are generated fr(c these circuits and thus exhibit the
same stability as the master oscillator

B. Time Code Generator

The time code uses a standard IRIG "C" format with an ampli-
tude modulated 50 Hz carrier. The basic modulation signal is
shown in Figure 5, The code is updated once per minute and has
minutes, hours, and days coded into it. In addition there is a

•D. provision for "inputting" 32 data bits, twelve of which are
now used to record the data amplifier gain settings. The unit
was built to W.H.O.I. specifications by CGS Datametrics Corpora-
tion of Watertown, Massachusetts.

'• -11-
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C. Tape Recorder Duty Cycle Controller

Since the tape recorder cannot record coittinuously for
thirty days the duty cycle controller is used to cycle the
recorder on and off to extend its rezording time. The basic
controller allows selection of on times from one minute to[ 128 minutes in increments of one minute. The off time can be
selected as multiple of the on time in the range 1:1 to 15:1,
or can be overridden to give continuous recording. Additional
circuitry was added external to the controller which extended
"the off time-on time ratio to a maximum of 30:1.

In order to facilltate data reduction when a duty cycle is
employed a start-of-data signal is inserted on the tape prior
to the beginning of data recording during each recorder cycle,

DATA. 1-128 MINUTES

TAPE RECORDER TAPE RECORDER

MOTOR ON MOTOR OFF

START-OF-DATA END-OF-DATA i RECORDER
SIGNAL SIGNAL OFF

TIME, SECONDS

-10 -5 -10 01 5 10

_____RECORDER _
I- CYCLE -

Figire 6. Tape Recorder Cycle
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an,- an end-of-data signal is inserted at the end of the record-
inL period. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The duty cycle
controller, Figure 7, generates the logic functions to control
motor turn-on, start-of-data aiud end-of-data signal insertion,
and data recording. A hermetically sealed, latching relay is
used to do the actual switching of the recorder motor control
power.

ON TIME DUTY CYCLE
IOSEC SE SELECTABLE SELECTABLEl,• 3COUNTER !COUNTER

- 1-128 MINUTESI 1-15

START-OF- DATA 8
:•" • I END -UF- DATA

SIGNAL LOGWC

START-OF- END-OF- DUTY-CYCLE
DATA DATA EXPANDER

"RRELAY
•_ DRIVER

"TAPE RECORDER
MOTOR CONTROL

Figure 7. Trape Recorder Duty Cycle Controller
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• - iD. Delay Timer

"The delay timer allows the tape recorder to be set for a
delkved turn-or., see Figure 48. it can be programmed for
delays ranging from. 0 to 10 minutes (6 d 22.6 h) in ten minute
increments. In this way the system can be deployed and set to
begin recoiding at a predetermined time.

ON TIME

SELECTABLE!
COUNTER j :

IN. DRIVER
OFF TIME

SELECTABLE _
COUNTER

Figure 8. Delay Timer Block Ciagram
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E. Calibration Signal Generator

In order to determine the actual level of the playback
signals in performing data reduction, a calibration signal is
recorded on the tape periodically in place of the data; see

V Figure 9. The calibration signal consists of a sine wave stepped
through three different amplitudes at two different frequencies.
The three amplitudes correspond to the three gain ranges of the
data amplifiers. In addition to generating the signal, the
calibration signal generator also outputs logic controls to
override the automatic gain control of the data amplifiers and
step their gain in sequence with the amplitude of the calibra-
tion signal. In this way a simultaneous check of the amplifiers
is made at the same time. The calibration signal sequence is
shown in the following.

Frequency 50 50 50 200 200 200

Amplitude(dB/V) -59.5 -32.5 -5.5 -59.5 -32.5 5.5

Data Amp Gain +64 +37 +10 +64 +37 +10

V It is applied once every six hours except when the recorder
is on the off portion of the duty cycle in which case it
waits until the recorder is turned on.

The sequence shown above iL used in System "A" which has a
15/160 ips tape recorder. The same sequence is used for the
"B" system which has a 15/16 ips recorder except that the
frequencies used are 500 and 2000 Hz instead of 50 and 200 Hz.

F. Frequency Generators

The main frequency generator is used to generate the
start-of-data, the end-of-data, the calibration frequencies,
and the error signals. These signals are simply the sum of
two discrete frequencies (except the calibration signal) and
are summarized in the following table.

Signal System "A"(15/160 ips) System "B"(15/16 ips)

Start-of-data 150 + 200 Hz 1500 + 2000 Hz
End-of-data 75 + 150 Hz 750 + 1500 Hz
"Error 75 + 200 Hz 750 + 2000 Hz

Calibration 50 Hz 500 Hz
200 Hz 2000 Hz

The frequencies are generated from the main clock ai, hus are
"very stable. To insure that the amplitude of the calhuration
frequency is also -table, all logic and voltage sensitive
circuitry is powereu from a regulated power supply. Amplitude

-. stability is typically ±17. over the expected input voltage range
and over-temperatures in the range 0-C to 25'C.
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Figure 9. Calibration Signal Generator
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A second frequency generator is used to generate a high fre-
quency reference signal which is additively combined with the
time code. It can be used during data reduction to eliminate
the effects of tape recorder speed variations during narrow band
analysis. The reference frequency is 294.17 Hz (10 kHz - 34)
on the "A"l system and 2941.7 Hz (100 kHz 34) on system "B".

1.2.4 Telemetry

The purpose of the acoustic telemetry system is to provide a
means of monitoring capsule status after the system has been deployed
and to provide an automatic indication of any leak in the sphere.
The telemetry system is composed of three main components; the tele-
metry signal generator, the voltage-to-time converter, and an AMF
Model 262 acoustic transponder-release system.

A. Telemetry Signal Generator

In order to telemeter data back from the ACODAC system

to the surface after it has been deployed a pulse position
modulation scheme is employed. This is a method ideally
suited for acoustic data transmission with low data rates and

has been used on many instruments built at W.H.O.I. As shown
in the following figure, the data are transmitted as a series
of acoustic pulses. Reference pulses are sent once every four
seconds and the data point is represented as a pulse somewhere
between the reference pulses. The analog data level is pro-
portional to the time between the first reference pulse of the
frame and the data pulse. See Figure 10.

DATA PULSES

~AT A- TAT~sI : ttt t T
I III ftTIME

"REFERENCE 4S 4S 4S 4S 4S 4S
PULSES

DATA LEVEL CoAT

"Figure 10. Acoustic Data Transmission
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The functions of the telemetry signal generator are as follows:

(a) Generate the reference pulses.
(b) Provide a multiplexer so that more than one data source

can be monitored.
(c) Condition the data signals to be compatible with the

telemetry system.
(d) Provide a leak detection munitor.

A block diagram of the generator is shcwn in Figure 11. The
telemetry signal is initiared on command from the AHF unit
and repeats itself for 120 seconds whereupon it shuts off.

20 SEC 120 SEC

IN TIMER

: ~~VOLTAGE- TAF
DATA TO AMF

INPUTS MULTIPLEXER TO-TIME- POWER
CONVERTER AMPLIFIER

CONTRO LEAK
CONTROLI DETECTr

S. LOGIC

L

SIFigure 11. Telemetry Signal Generator
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The three data sources are positive iattery voltage, negative
battery voltage and recording verification. The multiplexer
has the capability of monitoring up to eight inputs but only
three are used at present. The systen will only take inputs in
the range 0 to 5VDC so all data inputs must fall within this
range. The battery voltages are run through resistor-divider
networks to put them within this range, and the recording veri-
fication is monitored by taking a signal off the single play-
back head and rectifying and filtering it. Following the
multiplexer the signals are fed to the voltage-to-time converter
(Section 1.2.4 - B, below), which converts the analog input to a
delayed pulse. The output of t.e voltage-to-time converter is
then combined with the four second reference pulses to form the
telemetry signal. This is then used to drive the AMF unit.

A leak detector is also included which is simply two parallel
plates mounted near the bottom of the sphere. When salt water
gets between them due to leakage, they are short circuited,

This is used to generate the leak signal which consists of 10
pulses occurring once per second and repeated every twenty
seconds.

The circuit is arranged so that the leak signal will override
all other telemetry signals and will come automatically.

B. Voltage-to-Time Converter

A block diagram of the voltage-to-time converter is shown
in Figure 12. A precision voltage ramp is generated once
every four seconds from the master oscillator. The ramp is
then applied to one input of a comparator-and the analog data
is applied to the other input. When the ramp exceeds the
data input the comparator is triggered which in turn causes
the pulser to generate an output pulse. The ramp is reset in
synchronism with the reference pulses of the telemetry signal.
The time delay from the reference pulse to the data pulse is
then proportional to the magnitude of the data input voltage.

-4°
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SLOGIC OUTPUT

IRAMP

Figue'e 12. Voltage-to-Time Converter

1.2.5 Hydrophones

Five primary characteristics were sought in ACODAC hydrophones:,
(1) high sensitivity, (2) high dynamic range, (3) low self noise,
(4) wide and flat frequency response and (5) insensitivity to
acceleration. The hydrophone which was developed to Woods Hole
specifications, included here as Appendix A, was the ITC Model 8004,
produced by the International Transducer Corporation of Santa
Barbara, California.

These hydrophones have an element sensitivity of about
-80 db re v/ub; within the hydrcphone body has a 40 db preamplifier
which give an overall nominal hydrophone response of about -40 db
re v/ub. Fourteen hydrophones were produced in the initial order;
the precise, mid-range sensitivities of these hydrophones, based on

separate element sensitivity and amplifier gain measurements by ITC,
are indicated in Table II below:

I
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Element Pre-Amp Hydrophone
Hydrophone Sensitivity Gain Sensitivity @ 100 Hz
Ser. No. (db re v/ub) (db) (db re v/ub)

001 - 78.5 38.8 - 39.7
002 - 78.5 39.2 - 39.3
003 - 78.5 39.2 - 39.3
004 - 78.5 39.1 - 39.4
005 - 78.5 39.0 - 39.5
006 - 78.5 39.0 - 39.5
007 - 78.5 39.2 - 39.3
008 - 78.5 39.2 - 39.3
009 - 78.5 39.4 - 39.1
010 - 78.5 39.2 - 39.3
011 - 78.5 38.9 - 39.6
012 - 78.5 39.1 - 39.4
013 - 78.5 39.1 - 39.4
014 - 78.5 39.1 - 39.4

ACODAC Hydrophone Sensitivities

(ITC Model 8004)

Table II

To reduce the net acceleration response, the hydrophones were
resiliently mounted within a "cage assembly" as shown in Figure 13.
The natural frequency of the mounting in air is about 3.5 Hz. When -uliy
assembled, a neoprene flow shield surrounds the hydrophone as shown in
Fig,.re 14. By providing a quiescent free-flooding volume for the hydro-
phone, the flow shield keeps net water motion relative to the mooring a
few inches away from the boot of the hydrophone. Altl'ough no measurements
were made as to the magnitude of the resulting flow noise suppression,
calculations indicate that the arrangement should reduce flow noise by
from 4 to 6 db.

The acceleration response of the ITC 8004 element was 'ested in
air on a shaker table and found to exceed the 20 db suppression re-
quired by the specifications (Appendix A) in all three axes. However, the
acceleration response suppression of the, assembled hydrophone was not
as good as that of the bare element. This effect results from a number

of possible causes; among these are first the lack of symmetry in the
overall hydrophone assembly and the resulting near field acoustic pressure
patterns produced by its motion and second the pressure gradients within
the element containment fluid due to the resilient response of the boot
under accelerations. Because of residual acceleration sensitivity, it
was found necessary to reduce the low frequency response of the hydrophone.

"* The low frequency roll off of the overall hydrophone is controlled by
two elements, one mechanical and the other electrical. Figure 15 shows
the electrical circuit of the preamplifier. in the operating frequency
range the cylindrical transducer element appears as a completely enclosed
container. However, the cylindrical element is vented to the surround-
ing oil volume by a tiny orifice in the element. For static pressures

- -23-



Figure 13. Hydrophone Cage Assembly (less flow shield)

I L3I1

Figure 14. Hydrophone Cage Assembly (with flow shield)
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there is thus pressure equilibrium between the inside and outside of the
element. The diameter and length of the orifice determines the
transitions frequency between the appearance of the element as a vented
and nonvented volume to an acoustic pressure excitation. The lower
3 db down point frequency of the element varies as the dimensions of
ths• orifice (diameteýr, a, and length, 1) in accordance with the
following expression fe a a4 . The electrical signal generated in the

element is divided between the capacitive reactance of the element and
the input resistance to the pre-amplifier. The frequency of the 3 db
down point is given by the following relation:

f le 1"_. f~e 2wRC

"For an element capacitance of 1533 pico farads and an input resistance of
20 megohms fie = 5.2 Hz. Since the orifice dimensions could not be changed

it was necessary to change the value of the input resistor (R3 in Figure 15)
in order to vary the low frequency roll off. Because of the "excessively
high" acceleration sensitivity the low frequency 3 db down point was
increased to 10.4 Hz by reducing the value of the input resistor to 10
megohms.

1.3 Main Power Sub-System

* •1.3.1 Circuit

A schematic of the power supply system is shown in Figure 16.
"The main components include the main battery, the isolation diode circuit,
the auxiliary battery, and the voltage regulators.

The IPV electronics are designed to run off input voltages of
+13±2V DC and -13 ±2V DC. Two voltage regulators in the electronics
provide *5V DC for the time code generator logic and +9V DC for the
frequency and calibration signal generators.

The main battery is composed of a series-parallel combination of
magnesium dry cells (Section 1.3.2). Since each cell provides a

L •nominal 1.6 V output, eight cells are connected in series to give
12.8 V. These series strings are then connected in parallel to provide

t7 the required capacity. Diode isolation of each series string prevents
loss of power by pteventing reverse current flows, ana also provides
faulc protection should any string suffer a loss of voltage.

In order to prevent loss of time code during the change-over
from the shipboard test set to the main battery at deployment, a small
auxiliary battery is mounted inside the IPV tc keep the system running.
Also, since the magnesium cells require several seconds to develop
full cell potentLal when an increased load is applied, the auxiliary
battery carries the electrical load during these periods. It consists
of 20 size "C" nickel-cadmium batteries connected in series to provide

-26-
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+12 and -12V DC. Two voltage regulators in the Oectronics provide +5V DC
for the time code generetor logic and +9 V DC for the frequency and
calibration signal generators.

The load on the 9V voltage regulator is mostly COSMOS logic
"circuits and the current drain is very low. Therefore a standerd
series regulator is used in which the excess power is dissipated in the
device in the form of heat. Vie 5 V voltage regulator carries a aizeable
load and since the time code g:'nerator operates continuously during the
whole deployment a chopper reg:ilator was used. The input voltage is
chopped to produce a square ware which is then filtered to produce a
lower DC output voltage. When the output current load increases, the
"Ion" time of the chopper is ir,creased, and likewise if the input voltage
is increased without any incrcase in the output current requirements

the chopper "on" time is decr4'ased. A block diagram is shown in Figure 17.
Ideally, no power is wasted in regulation but typically this scheme
realizes 85-907. efficiency.

1.3.2 Batteries

Several types of cell-i were considered in designing the main
battery for ACODAC. These iacluded magnesium, nickel-cadmium, lead
acid, mercury, alkaline, end silver-zinc. Table III summarizes the
various types.

; ::
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The table's figures are approximations and are for the basic cells

without any containment structures. The magnesium cells appeared to be

the best compromise based on energy capacity, cost, storage life, ease
of handling and low temperature operation.

The main battery consists of 24 sets of eight #6 cells wired in
series. This gives a nominal voltage of 12.8 V DC. The 24 sets are
divided into two sets of 12 which are wired in parallel to form the
positive and negative voltages. A discharge test curve of the No. 6
cell is shown in Figure 18. Based on a minimum allowable cell voltage
of 1.38 volts, the discharge time with a 15 ohm load is 23 days - 552 hours.
Assuming a conservative .100A average current drain the capacity of
each cell is about 55 ampere-hours. This gives a total main battery
capacity of 55x12 - 660 AH out of each leg. The magnesium cells have very
good low temperature characteristics, typically 5 - 7% derating from
70'F to 32*F at low discharge rates.

The ACODAC "A" (15/160 ips recorder) system average current
drain is approximately .450A out of the positive leg and .350 out of
the negative leg, Likewise, the ACODAC "I' system average current
drain is .180A out of the positive leg and .070 out of the negative leg.
Based on a 30 day deployment there is adequate power for either system.

1.3.3 Main Battery Container

The assembled main battery container is shown in Figure 19 and
the internal components are exposed in Figure 20. The container is
oil filled and pressure equalized; it also provides for venting of
evolved gas. The pressure equalization is accomplished through three

Espy

I:

Figure 19. Main Battery Assembled Figure 20. Main Battery Disassembled
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rolling diaphragms (Bellofram .4-500-300-FCJ)which provide an oil reservoir
of 153 cubic inches, more than enough to account for both the intrusion of
oil into the voids of the batteries under pressure and the difference in
compressibility between oil and sea water. Venting of gas is via an
internal tube capped with a check valve and running from the top of the
internal volume down to a low point on the battery case.

1.4 Electro-Mechanical Cable Sub-System

1.4.1 Mechanical Characteristics

Amergraph Type 7H37SB cable, manufactured by United States Steel,
was used in the 1971 ACODAC deployments. This cable is formed from a
double helix of galvanized improved plow steel strength members surround-
ing a free flooding core of electrical conductors. The fAlowing
mechanical characteristics are pertinent:

Breaking Strength - ---------- 11,000 lbs. (min.)
Weight in Sea Water -- -------- 193 lbs/1000'

The mechanical properties of stretch, torque and twist which are
experienced by a cable of this type under load are expressed as fcllows:

A. Stretch

L = l.84x10"6 (T-100) ft/ft j T 1000 lbs
Y1

L = 1.66x10- 3 + 1.47x10" 6 (T-1000) ft/ft 1000 T 2000 lbs
I:

S= 3.13x10-3 + 1.35x10" 6 (T-2000) ft/ft 2000 T 3000 lbs
L

L = 4.47x10"3 + 1.15xlO- 6 (T-3000) ft/ft 3000 T 11000 lbs

B. Torque

= 0.106 (T-64) inch-lbs. T 1000 lbs

C. Rotation

259l-3
T L 2.539x10-(T-1148) degrees/ft T 1148 lbs

L 0 degrees/ft T 1148 lbs

"Several tests at breaking strength associated with the develop-
ment of the load bearing mechanical connector were performed on the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's Baldwin Universal testing

.* machine. In all cases, the cable developed at least the rated 11000 lbs
at load before breaking.
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1.4.2 Electrical Characteristics

The 7H37SB type cable has seven individual .032" stranded copperconductors cabled inside the double armoured steel jacket. One lead
is used for each hydrophone to carry the signal back to the IPV, andthe remaining conductor is used as a common ground for all hydrophones.

The specifications for this cable list 11.1 ohms/1000 ft. DCresistance and an interconductor capacitance of 47.5 pF/ft at 1000 Hz.
Since there is a possibility of crosstalk which would seriously degrade
the data, several tests were conducted to determine if the cable was
suitable for use as a signal carrier. See the table and Figure 21 below.

Frequency (Hz) Crosstalk
I volt RMS db

50 -45 to -48
100 -37 to -57
300 -34 to -54

f ARMOR JACKET

V
IN

"" • Pooo M b-,1o

Figure 21. Cable Crosstalk Test Configuration
L

No tests were run for higher frequencies, but since the crosstalk is-proportional to cable length and the "B" system uses only a 1200 ft.fl cable, the crosstalk would be about the same for frequencies to 3000 Hz.
Tests were also performed at ambient and high pressure to insure that
there was no degradation of performwance.
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Frequency (Hz) Crosstalk db
1 volt RMS Ambient Pressure 10,000 PSI

50 -64 -64
100 -61 -65
300 -52 -58
500 -48 -54

1000 -42 -48

(Cable Length = 196 ft.)

Interconductor resistance measurement made at both ambient and
10,000 psi showed at least 15 megohms DC resistance on all readings.
There is a slight attenuation of sigfial depending on the distance of
the hydrophone from the IPVbecause of the relatively low input impedance
of the data amplifiers and the1ll ohms/l000 ft resistance of the cable.
The attenuation at 1 kHz is approximately 0.3 db per 1000 ft. This
has been checked and verified in subsequent tests.

The minimum allowable signal-to-noise -atio is equal fo the
dynamic range of the tape recorder which is 30 db. Extrapolating the
crosstalk test results of the tables above to include higher frequencies
and different cable lengths gives the following worst case figures for
the A and B systems

Syt Conditions Crosstalk
A 300 Hz, 10,000 ft. -30 db
B 3,000 Hz, 1,200 ft. -29 db

Therefore, while the two most remote hydrophones may be marginal, the
cable should provide an adequate signal-to-noise ratio for all others.
This, coupled with its attractive mechanical characteristics make it
suitable for use in this application.

Figure 22 shows the calculated characteristic impedance and

attenuation characteristics of the 7H37SB cable.

1.4.3 Mechanical Termination

A mechomical termination was required which was small yet capable
of developing the full strength of the cable and which required no use
of chemical or eutectic metal to assemble. The result of much development
work at Woods Hole is shown in thd figures, The assembled connector
is shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 shows an "exploded" view. The
attachment of the connector to the end of the cable is accomplished
through the use of jigs, shown separately in Figure 25 and in use in
Figure 26. The spring provided bending strain relief. Aluminum anodes
"were crimped on the cable under the spring. These anodes worked as
the load bearing wires of the cable were bright even after six weeks of
intermittent exposure over a period of six monthr. The springs, however,
were subject to hydrogen embrittlement from the gas evolved at the anodes.
Most broke and were otherwise in a bad state of disintegration after
"the 1971 Madeira deployments.
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1.4.4 Electrical Termination

The seven electrical conductors were jointly terminated in an eightI. pin (one pin unused) connector at each end of each length of cable.
Connectors manufactured by the Marsh and Marine Division of the Vector
Cable Company were used. At one end of each length of cable was a male
plug (XSL-8-CCP) and at the other end was a Lemale receptable (XSL-8CCR).
A polyurethane boot joining the neoprene surface of the connector pig-
tail to the seven-wite bundle exiting from the mechanical termination.
Figure 27 shows the mold used for this work. In the potting process
each of the seven polypropylene insulated wires whose total insulated
diameter equalled 0.058" was forced through a smaller hole in a poly-
urethane tension and spacer ring seen in Figure 28. The purpose of
this ring was two-fold: first, by maintaining a squeeze on the wire it
served as a secondary dam against intrusion of w•ter and second, it
maintained orderly spacing of the wires during the potting process.
Note that the tension ring becomes an integrally boeded part of the boot.

1.5 Instrument Pressure Vessel (IPV)

The instrument pressure vessel consists of two 38" ID x 1.25" thick
hemispheres of 7178-T6 aluminum which butt on to a 5" x 5" central ring of
7075-T6 aluminum. The assembled IPý1 is shown in Figure 29; its design
collapse depth is 20,000 feet. ''he central ring supporting the internal
electronics was shown in Figure 2. Nine holes penetrate the central ring
radially for the following purposes:

Four internal/external tapered mounting lugs, or "ears",
Three electrical penetrations, and
Two vacuum valve penetrations.

In addition there are two blind tapped partial holes in the ring to mount
magnesium anodes.

During preparations for deployment the sphere is pumped down to 28"
of vacuum, then filled with dry nitrogen to one atmosphere; this gas is
once more evacuated and the vessel is again filled to one hilf of an
atmosphere with dry nitrogen. This procedure removes sufficient moisture
to prevent any internal condeusation in the cold depths of the ocean. A
vacuum valve assembled and disassembled, is shown in Figure 3J, The use
of the vacuum valve "T" fitting, which serves both as a wrench and as a
part of the vacuum system, is shown in Figure 31.

There ate .wo protective coatings on the IFV; the first is an
electrolytic process known as Sanford Hard Coat in which the piece is
immersed as an anode in an acid electrolyte. The resulting oxide layer
both penetrates and coats the surface. It- is quite hard, but porous; the
surface is made more impermeable throigh the addition of a chromate to
the hath. The second protective coating is an epoxy paint system manu-
"factured by Magna Coating Chem. Corp., known as Laminar XIO0; thisis
a four part process requiring the strictest of quality control during
every step. The resulting coat is quite satisfactory. The IPV with its
attached bales and fittings and filled with electrouicc has an air weight of
1400 pounds, but displaces 1900 pounds, which gives a net buoyancy of 500 pounds.
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I! Figure 27. Electrical Termination Transition Mold
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l.b Components

1.6.1 Releases

There are two types of releases used in the ACODAC system, the
American Machine & Foundry Co., (AMF) Model 262 Acoustic Transponder/
Release and the E, G & G Geodyne Model 855 Timed Release. The electronics
portion of one 262 is housed in the IPV and is tied to an external
release package via electrical cable. A second Model 262 release is
tied in parallel with the Geodyne Model 155 release and is mounted at the
bottom of tihe ccble. This arrangement is shown in Figure 32.

A. AMF Acoustic Transponder/Release System

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution has used AMF
releases in many diverse applications and has gained a great
deal of experience in working with them. They have proven to be
among the most reliable units available and were chosen for use on
ACODAC for this reason.

There are two modes of operation of the )Aodel 262 units, as a
transponder in which it is interrogated and after a precise delay
time it responds with an acoustic renly, and as an acoustic release.
The -shipboard equipment consists of a receiver, a coder which
generates the commands, a power amplifier, and a three el ant
transducer which serves as boti. a projector and receiver. In the
transpond mode the receiver will g.ve a readout of both slant
range in kilomet(cs and bearing relative to ship heading. Exper-
ience in ACODAC deployments has shown that range and bearing can
be determrined at separations of up to 10 KM.

The basic command signal zo the release is a complex code of
Lhe five levels: (1) carrier frequency; (2) modulation frequency;
(3) pulse width; (4) pulse repetition; and (5) time duration.
This type of code provides command security to prevent accidental
activation due to naturally occurring noise signals. The tranispond
command uses only the first three code levels.

Each of the Model 262 units has three command functions. One
of the commands is used to activate the release, and the other
two can be used to control other functions. Norma-!ly, one of these
two commands is connected Zo a timed pinger and is used to check

out all the electronics of the unit before deployment.

The Model 262 installed in parallel with the Geodyne Model 855
at the bottom of the mooring is a standard, self-contained release
as supplied by AMF. The Model 262 installed in the IPV serves
several functions.

(1) INV release via an external release package
(2) IPV location in the tran3ponder mode
(3) Telemetry activation by one of the spare command functions
(L) Transmission of the telemetry data.
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A block diagram of the IPV release system is shown in Figure 33.
Command #3 is used to fire the release mechanism through two
wires which connect to the external release package. The external
release package contains a pinger which is activated upon release
and serves to help locate the IPV. Command #1 is used to activate
the telemetry system as described in Section 1.2.4. The outputsignal from the telemetry system is inserted into the front end
of the AMF power amplifier which then transmits the data to the
surface where a one channel strip chart recorder provides a data
readout through the AMF shipboard receiver.

TRANSDUCER

S~POWER

SW EFROM TELEMETRY SIGNAL
GENERATOR

•.LR EC EIV ER T RANSPONDER

4 - COMMAND •9X• TELEMETRY SYSTEM ACTIVATE

DECODER CWi-U111

COMMAND TO EXTERNAL*2 RELEASE

Figure 33. IPV Release System

B. Geodyne Model 855 Release

The Geodyne Model 855 release is used as a back-up release
7 for the ACODAC system in the event the AMF acoustic releases are
I inoperable. A bracket was fabricated to mount the 855 in
; parallel with an AMF 262 release such that either one can

release the mooring and both will come to the surface.

The 855 is a self-contained timed release that can be set
prior to deployment to release at a specified time in the range
of five minutes to one year, It contains a timer, a battery
and a release firing mechanism. The timer is accurate to better
than one percent and can be used to depths of 22,000 ft. and
loads to 10,000 lbs.

-
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1.6.2 Structural Components

A. Floats - In addition to the Instrument Pressure Vessel
(see Section 1.5 above) which provided 500 lbs. of
buoyancy, the following subsurface floats were usedf

"o Steel Sphere - A 48 in. steel sphere (Ocean Research
Equipment Co.) providing 1400 lbs. of buoyancy up to a
working depth of 500 meters was modified (Figure 34) and
used in ACODAC System I.

"o Glass Ball Floats - Floats of greater pressure resistance
were needed for deployment at depths greater than 500
meters. A buoyancy module prototype made of two inch
fiberglass spheres in a matrix of syntactic foam (Data
Packaging Corporation) was fabricated, tested and sub-
mitted to a two month exposure at a depth of 1500 m.
The test was unsuccessful (Appendix C). It was then
decided to use glass ball floats of proven performance.
These floats are made of eight 16 inch diameter sealed
glass spheres (Corning), housed in orange liard poly-
ethylene containers bolted to a frame of fiberglass
angles. This stuidy arrangement provides 340 lbs.
of buoyancy at working depth of 6000 meters. To minimize
the possibility of catastrophic failure by sympathetic
implosion, each glass ball was tested to the rated work-
ing pressure (10,000 psi) prior to the float construction.
These floats were used one at a time (Figure 35) or
coupled in pairs (Figure 36).

Instrumentation pressure vessels, steel floats, and glass
ball floats, were all equipped with radio beacons and
flashing lights (OAR Corp.) for ease of location during
recovery.

B. Distributed Buoyancy - In addition to the floats, lumped
buoyancy distributed along the line at locations determined by
fixed design criteria was needed to support the array. Only
glass balls or syntactic foam castings could be used to
satisfy the modular and depth requirements. Because of their
lower cost, known performance, and immediate availability,
16 in. sealed glass balls (Corning Glass Works) were selected.
These spheres were systematically tested to a pressure of
10,000 psi prior to deployment. Approximately 3% of all the
spheres tested failed. These failed balls were replaced by the
manufacturer.

Most of the glass balls were assembled in pairs, each pair
providing 90 lbs. of buoyancy. Figure 37 depicts the
mechanical arrangement for attaching a pair of balls to a
cable. Figure 38 shows a number of these pair attachments
ready for launching. When not in pairs, the containers of the

-• glass balls were simply bolted to a length of chain inserted
in the mooring line.
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Figiire 35. Single Flotation Package
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Figure 37. Distributed Buoyancy Element, Glass Ball Pair

rI

Figure 38. Distributed Buoyancy Array of Glass Ball Pairs in
Hard Hats Ready for Launching
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C. Mooring Line - The mooring line consisted of electro-
mechanical cable and various segments of wire and synthetic
fiber ropes. The electromechanical cable together with its
terminations was discussed in Section 1.4 above; other

mooring line components are discussed below.

o Wire Rope - A short length of wire rope was used as a
strength mem'ier connecting che floats in the upper part
of the ACODAC System I. Wire rope wa• selected for its
resistance to fish bite attacks which are likely to occur
at the depths these floats were to be set. The type of
wire rope used was a 3/8" diameter 3x19 torque balanced
construction, galvanized wires and plastic jacketed
bceanographic rope (U. S. Steel Co.) with a breaking
strength of 14,800 lbs.

o Synthetic Fiber Ropes - Lengths of synthetic fiber ropes
were used in the lower part of the moorings between the
deepest hydrophone and the anchor, at depths where the
probability of fish attack was extremely small. The
use of synthetic fiber ropes with large strength to
weight ratio, results in a smaller overall buoyancy
requirement to support the array. Furthermore, the
elastic compliance of these ropes is of great help to

4amp Out the dynamic loads imposed on the system during
deployment and free fall.

Two types of synthetic fiber ropes were used in the
different arrays:

oo Nylon - Short lengths of standard 3/4" plaited nylon
(Columbian Rope) with a breaking strength of 14,000
lbs. were used in systems where the deepest hydro-
phones were relatively close to the bottom.

oo Dacron - In ACODAC Systems IV and VI large lengths of
synthetic fiber ropes were needed to connect the
deepest hydrophone to the anchor, A rope with minimum
drag to strength ratio and well established elastic
characteristics was critical for maintaining the
hydrophones at their prescribed depths. A special
k" diameter single braid polyester rope (D50-805
Samson Cordage Works) with a breaking strength of
14,000 lbs. was selected for this application. Tests
performed and method ot rope measurements are outlined
in Appendix D.

D. Anchors - Dead weight anchors consisting of bundles of 1k"
used anchor chain were used in all systems. The immersed weight
of the bundle was 700 lbs. more than the anticipated vertical
component of mooring line tension at the anchor. In order to
provide additional horizontal holding power a 65 lb. Danforth

Anchor was secured by 10 feet of k" chain to the main anchor.
A 96 in. drogue chute was also attached to the main anchor
to slow down its free fall.
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o Anchor Releases - Three anchor releases were used in each
system. These are discussed in Section 1.6.1 above.

0 Hardware -All mechanical connections were made by a
aeicombination of drop forged galvanized steel safety anchor

shackles with stainless steel-cotter pins and pear shaped
sling links. Three tons special Miller swivels were used
above the releases to prevent rotation of the releases and
the anchor during deployment.

I
k
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2. Auxiliary Systems

2.1 General

The ACODAC system depends on se-veral auxiliary systems for deployment,

recovery, servicing and data processing. One of the initial requirements of
the ACODAC program was to provide "platform flexibility", i.e. not to be
dependent on a particular ship for support. When this requirement is coupled
with the special needs of the ACODAC for these support functions, the decision
to provide portable, but self-contained, auxiliary systems is understood.
Among these portable, but self-contained systems were the winch, the jacking
station, the various support vans and special equipment, such as deck tracks
and the acoustic data processing system,

2.2 ACODAC Winch

2.2.1 Background

L'anch and recovery of the ACODAC system imposed certain require-
ments which could not be met in conventional winches. Since the ACODAC
operations wpie expected to be made from a variety of vessels of unknown
power availability, it was determined that the winch should be self-
contained, employing a diesel or gasoline engine. For reasons of fire
hazard, reliability, and the fact that most vessels would have ample fuel
supplies, the choice was made to diesel power. C•her basic requirements
were to develop 12,000 pounds maximum line pull and 125 feet per minute
maximum line speed, ability to smoothly position rated loads at speeds
down to a few inches per minute, and to store approximate2v 12,000 feet
of 3/8 diameter electromechanical (E-M) wire. While none of the above
are particularly unusual requirements individually, taken together they
indicated the need of fairly large, powerful unit with very wide speed
range developing better than 50 horsepower.

While the immediate use (ACODAC) was not expected to require
maximum speed and line pull simultaneously, the desire for selecting a
machine with flexibility to be adaptable to fL ture applications indicated
consideration of full capacity design. This was not an expensive decision
to make, inasmuch as the structural design and most of the mechanical
design would be dictated by the maximum load.

To develop maximum load and speed simultaneously meant essentially
the selection of an engine of more horsepcwer and cooling systems of
higher capacity. The increased cost of these components is a minor
fraction of the total cost of the machine.

The most significant departure from conventional winches was the
"large drum, with a core diameter of 44 inches and having four (4)
separate sections or "bays" for the E-M wire, and five (5', narrower
"slots" for 7/16 diameter 3x19 wire rope. (See Figure 39) This
complex configuration was necessary to accommodate four separate "shots"
of mooring wire making up the buoy string, as well as several short
lengths of wire rope used in handling the buoy s-ring under tension.
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The large drum diameter prevents excessive bending of the E-M cables
and their terminations. The principle effect of this drum on the rest
of the design was the very high torque requirement to produce 12,000
pounds line pull on a 48 inch average diameter. A secondary effect was
that such a large drum circumference demanded very low rotating speeds
to meet the minimum line speed requirements. Developing 24,000 foot
pounds torque, speeds down to 0.1 rpm and up to 10 rpm, in view of other
parameters mentioned above, clearly demanded a very unusual machine.

The choice of whether to build a new machine from the ground up,
or to modify an existing machine was quickly answered when considered
in the dual lights of the schedule and reliability. Five months from
problem statement to test allowed little time for a sequential alteration
program.

The chance of readily locating an existing winch suitable for
modification was considered small; and predicting the extent of such
modification was infeasible. It was well known that lead time on
delivery of certain components could be as much as three or four months,
and these could not be specified or ordered until the winch was defined.
On the other hand, building a new machine would permit relatively quick
definition of concept followed almost imnediately by placement of orders.
The concept could be as quickly revised to select components offering
reduced lead time or lower cost. The ultimate reliability of the winch
had to be very high considering the role it was to play in launching
and recovering ACODAC. Reliability of an existing winch, if one were
found, could prove to be an open question. A new design could have the
necessary reliability built in.

2.2.2 Configuration and Characteristics

I Figure 39 and Figure 40 depict the general configuration;
Figure 40 is a photograph of the winch in action. Table IV providesI overall characteristic data.

K The components of the power chassis are mounted to a sub-frame of
12 inch x 50 pound beams and are protected by 3/4 inch plywood over
steel framing. Numerous doors provide access and ventilation. The
operator's position is between the transmission and reduction gear,
offering convenience to all controls and indicators. Over this position is
an expanded metal "turret" with plexiglass windows affording the operator
good visibility and ventilation, as well as complete protection in the
event of a snapped cable. A hinged plywood enclosure covers the turret
when the winch is not in use.

Included in the operator's position is a 110 volt AC power panel,

mounted above the transmission. This panel provides electricity for the
overload clutch slip alarm, the two fresh water cooling circulating pumps,
interior lighting, and utility outlets. The operator, from one positicn,
may start or stop the engine, control winch speed and direction, manipulate
both brakes and control the electrical functions described. He may also
control the quantity of flow of cooling water through the transmission and
reduction gear by means of two valves provided. Gages monitor engine speed
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Figure 39. ACODAC Winch (Plan View)
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and conditions, and transmission temperature and pressure. Alarms provide
warning in the event of engine overheating or low lube oil pressure, and
for slipping in the overload clutch.

Grao h~nd'es are located in several places to provide operator
zpDport in sea conditions and a shelf has been installed to contain
personal convenienc 's.

The hottom of the power chassis frame is covered with sheet steel to
form a sort of "bilge" to collect leaking engine oil and other fluids,
thereby avoiding the personnel hazard of these spilling out on deck. The
"bilge" is drained through valves fitted with hose connections. The engine
is equipped with an over-sized exhaust muffler easigned for critical quieting.

The entire power chassis is secured to the deck through eight(8)inch
long sections of five (5) inch diameter pipe. Elevating the unit in this
way allows irost water sweeping the deck to pass underneath easily instead
of being dammed up and forcing itself into the unit.

The winch frame is also constructed of 12 inch steel beams, and is
elevated above deck as is the power chassis. The frame has been designed
to withstand being stood on end with a fully loaded drum without permanent
deformation or serious deflection, The drum and shaft assembly may be
readily removed from the frame, and the shaft may also be removed from the
drum, permitting various interchanges if desirable in the future. The
gear type coupling shaft connecting the power chassis to the winch permits
considerable angular and axial misalignment, simplifying installation of
the winch on deck and accommodating any foreseeable motions due to ship's
flexibility.

The drum frame has provisions for mounting and driving a level wind
device, which was designed and built, but never used because experience
proved that it was not necessary. The level wind, not shown in Figure 40,
provided for spooling to and from each of the 16" bays on the drum. The
level wind guide could be positioned by the operator at any working
position along the drum axis. The vertical rollers of the guide could be
separated to permit the passage of lumps such as cable terminations.

The unusually massive appearance of this winch is a direct result
of the requirement for reliability. First, this is ocean going equipment.
The forces of ships roll and seas sweeping the deck combine to discover
any weakness in the works of man. The loaded drum, for example, weighs
over 8,300 pounds and must be held very securely to prevent damage to
bearings or to itself. As time proceeds, rusting will introduce new
weaknesses. This machine was designed to survive 9evere storms on the
weather decks of any vessel o.a any ocean, Secondly, history has shown
that it is only a matter of time before equipment such as this is over-
loaded, by accident or intent. In the case of the ACODAC winch, this has
occurred sooner than anticipated. The powrr unit was accidentally dropped
about six (6") inches while being loaded aboard R/V KNORR. Three months
later the winch was being used to tow a 5,000 pound "fishi' with towing
strains on the locked drum expected to be over 15,000 pounds. In both
cases, the design was adequate.
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Max. line pull, running(l) 12,000 pounds

Line pull, starting(l); 6,000 pounds

Speed at rated load; 125 ft/min

Max. speed; 200 ft/min

Min. speed; 1.5 ft/min

Engine; Detroit Diesel 3-71 Power Unit
Rated 75 cont. HP @ 1800 rpm
Max. Torque: 293 ft.lb. @ 1400 rpm

Transmission; Funk Model 12,000 4 speed with
torque converter and hydraulic reverse.

Overload clutch; Hilliard double plate; slip point
adjustable from 1000-12,000 pound line
pull on 50" dia. drum( 3 ).

Final Reduction Gear; Cone-drive 12" worm, 60:1 ratio

Brakes. on drum; Hart, 24" dia. 400,000 in.-lb. cap.
on worm input; Hart, 12" dia. 50,000 in.-lb. cap.

Starting 12 ývol DC (Battery)

Fuel Cap. (#2 Diesel) Approx. 80 U.S. gals.

Weight, Total 24,000 lbs.

External Requirements:
Raw Water(2) 20 gpm Max. @ 5 psi and 70° F Max.
Electricity; 110 V.A.C., 60 Cy., 30 A. Max.

(1) Due to worm gear characteristics whereby runn3>g efficiency is about
65%, ctarting efficiency is about 32%.

(2) Not required for light-load operations.

(3) Overtightening can produce much higher output pulls, with consequent
damage to winch.

Characteristics of the ACODAC Winch

Table IV
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2.2.3 Perform.nce

During the first ACODAC trials in May 1971, the winch demo,.-rated
ability to meet all operational requirement and at times was operated in
excess of 200 feet per mir.ute with reduced loads.

The combination of oversized mafflkr and plywood housing over the
power chassis has resulted in a very quiec mavliine to the outside
listener. The height of the exhaust pipe above deck proved to be
sufficient tc catse only a minimum of annoyance from noxious fumes.

In subsequent dock trials, the wivch worked smootbly with an
8,300 pound payload, the heaviest which could be conveniently located.
As a test of emergency couditions, this weight was lwered rapidly and
the winch reversed instantly to full power. Momentary dynamic load was
estimated at between 12,000 to 15,000 pounds. This test was, of course,
performed under controlled conditions and with the overload clutch
tightened beyond safe working load. There was no indicacion of daxage to
the winch.

2.3 Jacking Stand

A fixture necessary for shipboard as well as laboratory support operations
is the jacking stand, Figure 42. This device ;ermitL disassembly and assembly
of the iPV with safety and without damage to the critical mating surfaces even
on a rolling and pitching ship. As seen in Figure 2, it also holds the center
ring and permits inverting it for servicing the electronics.

2.4 Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment

2.4.1 Big Sheave - A 68 inch diameter aluminum sheave was designed and
fabricated for deployment and recovery purposes. The throat
of the sheave was large enough to pass the mechanical terminations and
the connector pzotector discussed below. Due to change of deployment
methods this sheave saw service only during the May 1971 deployment.

2.4.2 Connector Protector - The name of the long snake-like device shown

in Figure 43 describes its function which is to protect the relatively

tender electrical connectors with their pigtails during the passage of
the intersection of two cable lengths through the sheave described above.

2.4,3 Mechanical Connector Stopper - During launching and retrieval it is
necessary to "stop off" the cable which is deployed over the stern while a
hydrophone cage is inserted in or removed from tLe mooring. The mechanical
connector stopper, Figure 44 holds the base of the end mechanical
connector snugly while this process takes place,

2.4.4 Mechanical Cable Stopper - This device, Figure 45, pernits stopping
off tie mooring at any point along the cable. It was tcsted w~thout
slipping to a cable tension of 2000 pounds.
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2.5 NORTH SEAL Modification

The transformation of the M/V NORTH SEAL into the R/V NORTH SEAL
required six weeks of concentrated effort at the Woods Hole dock. The vessel
arrived on July 6, 1971 in the condition shown in Figure 46 and left on
July 30, 1971, as shown in Figure 47. During this interval six vans
(operations van, ACODAC van, mechanical van, living van, generator and
electronics huts) were landed and fitted out, the ACODAC winch was landed,
ACODAC tracks were installed, intercom systems, deck lighting and power
wiring were installed and miscellaneous handling equipment such as "air
tuggers" were installed.

2.6 Data Processing

2.6.1 General

Three forms of data processing are pertinent to ACODAC recordings.
First, analog recording via a multi-channel graphic recorder (Brush eight
channel) proved extremely useful in obtaining an overview of the data
for identification of events and areas of interest for future digital
processing. The data on graphic records also were reduced as part of the
analysis program. The analog channels were adaptable to plot either wide
baed or one-third octave levels. Second, band processing for energy
staL ýtics was accomplished using a one-third octave analyzer, digitizer
and digital computer working in conjunction with the ACODAC time-state
decoder. Third, time series acoustic pressure processing was designed for
narrow band analysis, correlation studies and shot-energy calculations.

2.6.2 Band Data Processing

The scheme employed for band processing is shown in Figure 48.
This system was used on board R/V KNORR for processing after the deploy-
ments at Madeira and in the Mediterranean; it was also used ashore for
post-cruise processing at Woods Hole. One third octave, as well as broad
band, data in 10 second real time samples are generated through the
General Radio M.Iodel 1921A analyzer and r.m.s. detector system. The sampling
times are keyed to the data format on the ACODAC tape control channel which
establishes the tine reference; other control signals such as "start of
data", "end of data", and "overload error", are generated on the data track
and read through the logic control as shown. The HP 2116A computer averages
seven minutes' worth of data and records on digital tape the average and
variance of each of the fifteen bands of data. During a second pass the
data from the digital tape are plotted (se-en minute averages and standard
deviations) and the statistics for each six hours of running are collected,
averages for each band printed on the plot and other selected data printed
out. For an example of the form of a six hour plot, see Figure 49,

2.6.3 Time Series Acoustic Pressure Data Processing

The system for this process is bhown in Figure 50. The reference
frequencies on the control track of the ACODAC tape control track of the
ACODAC tape control the sampling times for A/D conversion. The resulting
time series is used to generate power spectra, auto correlations, cross
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k " correlations and transient energies. The use of the control referencej frequency reduces the effect of tape speed fluctuations during the
recording and playback processes. As of the time of this report this
system has not yet been used.
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3. System Configurations and Deployment Methcds

3.1 General
Six Artayn were deployed in 1971, Date and place of deployment are

s1immarizc-d in the fn1lowing table:

System Date Set Date Days on Location Bottom Remarks
Number Retrieved Station Depth

Meters

1 5/15/71 5/18/71 3 39'48.8'N 1148 Experimental
70 017.2'W

II 8/8/71 8/29/71 12 32017.9N 35B
642.6W 3500 Bermuda B64029.6'W

Iii 10/13/71 10/20,171 7 33 0 29.9'N
19036.11W 4470 Madeira A

IV 10/11/71 10/18/71 7 33 0 22.8'N

19 0 41.5'W
V 11/ 2/71 L1/2-IPV 23 36 0 15.7'N 3420 MD A

17026.7'E
VI i M/ i/1! 11/25/71 24 36 0 17.8'N

17 0 13.2'E 3420 MED B

Design criteria, mooring analysis, and system configuraticns are
reviewed beluw.

3.2 Design Criteria

The purpose of the mooring structure was to maintain at known prescribed
depLhs a set of hydrophones connected by hard wire to a central recording qtation.
Size and length of mooring line components, distribution of buoyancy, size and

shape of anchor, had to be selected within the constraints imposed by dt-ploy-
rent techniques, implantation requirements and recover procedures. In general
the following criteria applied:

3.2.1 Structural Safety Factor

When statically loaded (mooring on station) a minimum safety factor
of 5.0 (or larger) was used in all sections of wire rope and electro-
mechanical cable. In order to miniluiza possible elongation due to cold
flow, a larger safety factor of 10 (or larger) was selected for the
synthetic fiber ropes. During launching the combin~ed effect of dynamicand static loading could result in tension values higher than the values

anziciiated for the 3tatic moored case. Components were selected to insure
a mininum safety factor of 2.6 (or larger) during the launching operatlons.

3.2.2 Launching Techniques

fhree basic techniquea were used to deploy the ACODAC arrays:

o Anchor first (kCODAC I).

o Anchor first with auxiliary buoy (Figure 51) (ACODAC II).
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o "Drop and Run" technique (Figure 52) (ACODAC III, IV, V, & VI).

Analysis and selection of compor.ents had to take into consideration the
launching technique used.

3.2.3 Buoyancy

Buoyancy is needed to maintain the array u-right and of zourse for
recovery of the system. Buoyancy can be provided in quantity la:ge
enough to permi. recovery of Jailed parts (back up or redundant buoyancy)
or small enough to just permit recovery of the unfailed system (normal
recovery).

The ACODAC systems were designed so as to recover the Instrument
Pregsure Vessel and its battery pod independently of the hydrophone
array. The buoyancy for the recovery of the IPV was provided by the IPV
itself and two glass ballb strapped to the battery pod. This part of the
system had about 200 lbs. of positive buoyancy.

The pilot mooring ACODAC 1, had enough reserve buoyancy distributed
along the line to permit the recovery of any part of the array should the
mooring line break during launching or when on station. Upon recovery
the electromechanical cable became slack between the lumped buoyancy
packages, and kinks developed (Figure 53). In the five subsequent systems
the mooring line was made slightly negatively buoyant. During recovery
the moacring line was t'-n taut and fully submerged, thus preventing kink-
ing. The only reserve buoyancy of the array was provided by the glass
ball floats. The minimum value of this reserve buoyancy was 350 lbs.

3.2.4 Hydrophona Depth

The depths of the hydrophones were prescribed. In order to place
the hydrcphones as ciose as possible to theit prescribed depth, the
stretched length of the mooring line components had to be established
p71,-- to implantation for different materials and anticipated loading
history. The ,rresponding unstretched lengths were also determined for
mo ring line preparation and storing purposes. All computations were
based on zero current conditions.

3.3 Analysis

3.3.1 General

Stresses of the mooring line during launching and implantation
and array configuration when on station were analytically investigated.

3.3.2 Launching, Anchor First

Simple mat'.ematical models were used to investigate the resonant
conditions and the tension in the mooring line as the anchor and the system

components of ACODAC I were lowered to the ocean bottom. Method of
computation and stminary of results are presented in Appendix E.
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3.3.3 Launching, Free Fall

Five out of six systems were allowed to free fall on itation.
Terminal velocity and transient conditions were studied prior to launch
to ascertain that slackness and therefore possibility of cable kinks
would not occur after anchor bottoming. The array was modeled in a aon-
linear spring mass system. The equations of motion of the system masses
were numerically integrated after anchor impact starting from known
initial conditions. Figure 54 shows a typical curve of mooring tension
versus time obtained from computer results. Tension values below the
state tension level are indicatie of slackness conditio.,s which occur
in a system with little damping or elasticity (such as onc without
elastic nylon).

3.3.4 Static Analysis - Mooring on Station

Tension after implantation was computed at a number of locations
in the mooring line. Total amount and distribution of buoyancy, perhaps
the most critical factor of operational success, was carefully checked.
Tension in the mooring line during recovery was also studied to make sure
the line would hang straight from the float. Results of these computations
are summarized on the six system configuration drawings (Figures 55
through 60..

3.3.5 Mooring Trajectory Under Steady State Currents

A study .,as made of the equilibritmn crajectory assumed by the
subsurface array when acted on by steady state oceanic currents. It was
found that the arrays could be quite sensitive to current forces. However
the current regimes in the deployment locations were expected to be low
and therefore downstream excursion and dip of hydrophones was not a major
design concern.

3.4 hCODAC System Drawings

Analytical results and design considerations were consolidated in detailod
system configuration drawings showing the placement of floats and hydrophones
and the type, size and length of the mooring line components (Pigures 53
through 60.

A certain amount of zomplementary information on components' weight or
buoyancy and tension levels is ,.Iso indicated on these drawings. Differences
in types of floats, mooring lint. czomponents, depth of implantaLion of hydro-
phones, and buoyai--v distribution are apparent from a review of these drawings.

3.5 Station Logs

Detailed records of the launching and recovery of each ACODAC system were
maintained. The time of each event war noted as well as the condition of each
component as it went over the side or was brought aboard, These logs are
included here as Appendix E.

3.6 Conclusions

The rather straightforward and simple design of the systems proved to be
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satisfactory. Careful preparation of components, expert handling and good
weather during deployment were additional important reasons for the excellent
structural perform.anceoof the systems,

Mechanical problems associated with IPV seals and tape recorder transport
operation resulted in the loss of data in the Mediterranean deployments.
Electrical problems associated with the automatic gain control of the data
sub-system degraded the quality of much of the data recovered at Mladeira.

Deployment times were reduced from 26 hours ald 13 minutes for System I
off Cape Cod, tu six (6) hours and 21 minutes for Systen V in the Mediterranean.
For accuracy in emplantment deployicnt tiunes need to be reduced even more; a
total time of two (2) hours for deep water (15,000 feet) is considered a
reasonable goal. Deployment times. can be reduced by reducing the cable tension
during deployment by simplifying the attachment devices for components and by
unitizing the packaging of the IPV and rain batteries. The basic concept of
the "drop and run" deployment has proved to be sound.

The question of static cable tension needs to be considered from many
viewpoints. In these deployments we used as a design goal an average static
tension of about 1500 pounds. This tension was adequate for maintaining

verticality of the mooring in the low current regime& encountered. In areas

of high current, however, the moorings would have leaned downstream to perhaps
an unacceptable degree. The natural frequency of transverse cable vibration
increases as the square root of the tension; it is important for self noise
purposes to keep this out of the frequency range of acoustical interest. In
addition the problems of safety factor and creep arise as tension is increased.
In a mooring reserve buoyancy is defined as the net upward force at any point
in the line which would pertain should the line be severed at that point and
all components above removed from the mooring. Because of the problems of
electro-mechanical cable kinking on recovery it was not possible to provide a
positive reserve buoyancy at every point on the mooring. Therefore, choice of
average static tension as well as distribution of buoyant forces along the
mooring is a compromise whose constraints are dictated by many considerations
and which must be evaluated in light of the current environment to which the
mooring will be exposed,

The experience gained from this development and the six ACODAC deplcy-
mcnts of 1971 is being fed back into improved designs for 1972 and future years.
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Appendix A

ACODAC Data Hydrophone/Preamplifier Specifications

The following specifications refer to the data hydrophone/preamplifier
assemblies for application in the Woods Hole Acoustic Date Capsule (ACODAC) program:

1. Sensitivity: -40 db re v/ub

2. Frequency Range: Flat within ±1 db between 15 Hz and I kHz.
3 db down points located as follows:

Lower - less than 7.5 Hz

Upper - greater than 1.5 kHz

3. Ambient Pressure Range: 0 to 10,000 psig. Open circuit sensitivity
between 15 Hz and 1 kHz not to change more than
± 0.5 db over range of ambient pressure.

4. Acceleration Insensitivity: The hydropnones shall be constructed to be
insensitive to accelerations up to 1 g.

Response compared to a non-cancelling hydrophone
of the same sensitivity chall be down by 20 db
re volts per g over the entire frequency range

in any direction.

5. Dynamic Range. 80 db

6. Signal Volt&ge Levels: With an input acoustic spectrum level varying
between +10 and -70 db re 1 ub the output of
preamplifier shall vary between 1 volt and

100 micro-volts rms.

7. Temperature Coefficient: Response over entire frequency range shall not
vary with temperature by more than ± 0.1 db
when the temperature varies between 00 C and
250 C.

8. Transmission Line: The hydrophone/preamplifier assembly will drive
a two wire tran-,mission line whose characteristic
Simpedance ia 272-j272 ohms at 1 kHz.

II
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9. Power: Power consumption shall be less than 0.15 watt
continuous at 6 volts. DC power shall be
isolated from the ýignal output terminals. The
power system shall be isolated from ground. Fcr
a steady input signal the output signal shall
not vary by more than 0.1 db with slow changes
in the power supply voltage between 6.5 and
5.5 volts.

10. Mechanical Arrangements: The hydrophone/preamplifier assembly shall fit
within a cylindrical envelope 5 inches in
diameter by 8 inches in length exclusive of
connectors. Metal plates at each end of the
assembly shall each contain 3 3/8 inch blind
tapped mounting holes equally spaced peri-
pherally. The preamplifier shall be contained
within a pressure vessel which can be dis-
assembled for trouble shooting. The pressure
vessel shall mount a Marsh and Marine four pin
Type XSK 4 BCL connector along its cylindrical
axis. Two of the leads shall be signal leads
and two leads shall be power leads. The manu-
facturer shall identify the leads.

11. Testing: The manufacturer shall demonstrate by test the
sensitivity and dynamic range of each hydrophone!
preamplifier assembly produced. He shall
demonstrate on any single unit to be chosen by
the customer the adherence to all of the remain-
ing rnits for all of the specification
requirements.

12. Drawings: The manufacturer shall provide outline assembly
V' drawings showing all dimensions and materials

which are exposed to sea water shall be
identified.

l-
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P1t

Appenidix B

ACODAC System Organization

1000 Mechani:al Systems

3100 Containment Systems

1110 Instrtment Pressure Vessel (IPV)

1111 I1 A Hemispheres
1112 IPV Central Ring
1113 IPV External Structure
1114 IIN Internal Structure
1115 IFV Valving and Penetrators
1116 IPV Sacrificial Anodes

1120 Main Power Supply Container

1121 Case
1122 Pressare Equalizer
1123 Pressure Relief
1124 Fittings

1130 Hydrophone Power Supply Container

1131 Case
1132 Pressure Equalizer
1133 Pressure Relief
1134 Fittings

1200 Support Fittings

S1210 Hydrophone String

! 1211 Cahle
1212 Mechanical Cable Termination

1213 Hydrophone Assembly Cages

S1214 Suoyanzy Modules
1215 Base Frame
1216 Anchor

2000 Electrical Systems

2100 Data System

2110 Acoustic Data System

2111 lydrophone/Preamplifiers
2112 Amplifiers
2113 Receiver Filters

2114 Level Sense
2115 Calibration Signal Generator
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2120 Auxiliary Data

2121 Pressure Transducer

2130 Control Data

2131 Leak Detector Circuitry
2132 Battery Voltage Monitor

2200 Recording System

2210 Tape Recorder

2300 Command and Control System

2310 Acoustic Telemetry

2311 IPV Telemetry Transducer
2312 Receiver/Demodulstor
2313 Signal Generator
2314 Amplifier/Driver
2315 TIR Unit

2320 Logical Decision and Control System

2321 Logical Decision and Control Unit

2400 Time System

2410 Master Oscillator and Countdown System

2411 Master Oscillator Assembly
2412 Master Oscillator Countdown Circuit

2420 Time/State Code System

2421 Time/State Code Generator

2500 Power Systems

2510 Main Power

2511 Main Power Batteries
2512 Main Power interconnection
2513 DC-DC Converters

2520 Hye.rophone Power

2521 Hydrophone Batteries
2522 Hydrophone Power Interconnection

2530 Auxiliary Power

2531 Auxiliary Power Batteries
2532 Auxiliary Battery Interconnection
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2600 Location Assist Systems

2610 RF System

2611 IPV Radio Beacon
2612 Hydrophone String Radio Beacon

2620 Visual System

2621 IPV Flasher
2622 Hydrophone String Flasher

3000 Electro-Mechanical Systems

3100 Electro-Mechanical Releases

3100 IPV Release System

3111 IPV Release Assembly

3120 Hycrophone String Release System

3121 Hydrophone String Release Assembly

3200 Pressure Proof Electrical Connectors

3210 IFV Electrical Connectors

3211 IN Penetrators and Connectors
3212 INV Electrical Disconnect

3220 Hydrophone String Electrical Connections

3221 Hydrophone String Penetrators and Connectors
3222 Hydrophone String Electrical Disconnect

3230 Main Power Connections

3231 Main Power Supply Penetrators and Connectors

4000 Shipboard Systems

4100 Handling Systems

4110 Launch and Recovery System

4111 Hooks and Yokes
4112 Winches
4113 Reels

4120 Deck'Handling System

4121 Hemisphere Handlers
V 4122 INV Cradle
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4200 Conditioning and Test Equipment

4210 IPV Atmospheric Conditions System

4211 Dry Nitrogen Circulation Equipment
4212 Vacuum Equipment

4220 Test Systems

4221 Test Signal Generator and Analyzer
4222 Test Umbilical

4300 Command and Telemetry Systems

4310 Acoustic Telemetry System
4311 Telemetry Receiver

4312 Decoder/Display

4320 Acoustic Command System

4321 Command Coder
4322 Power Amplifier
4323 Transducer
4324 Range/Bearing Receiver

4330 RF System

4331 RF Receiver

4400 Shipboard Data Reduction Systems

4410 Data Recovery

4411 Tape Recorder/Reproducer
4412 Graphic Recorder
4413 Time/State Code Reader

4420 Data Processing
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Appendix C

Buoyancy Material Icrl sion Test

Purpose of test: The purpose of thetest was to evaluate the performance of
a sample of composite buoyancy material when exposed to
approximately 150 atmospheres of hydrostatic pressure
over a period of two months.

1)eecrip. ion of sample: The sample was a cylinder (21"0x24")of composite
material made of fibreglas hydrospheres and syntactic foam.

The following parameters were measured or computed
before the test.

Weight: 148 !bs.(140 lbs. of material, 8 lbs. of
structure)

Displacement: (4.81) cubic foot or woo lbs. of sea water

Buoyancy: 308 - 140 = 168 lbs.

The sample was provided free of charge by the Data
Packaging Corporation, Flotation Division, 205 Broadway,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

Location of test: The sanpie was inserted in the mooring line of the surface
mooring station number 355 @ 1500 meters below the surface.
Station 355 was set October 9, 1970 at site "L" (34VN,70°W)
and retrieved December 7, 1970. The sample was immersed
in situ 60 days.

Test results: Upon retrieval the sample was found cracked and leaking.
Cracks were circular as well as longitudinal (as shown on
sketch).

Cracks at
inside face of

External wall external wall
syntactic foam only

24"

Longitudinal
cracking

21"
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22.5 quarts (5.6 gallons) of leaking water were collected
and measured while underway. Upon arrival at W.H.O.I. the
module was weighed and the weight found to be 200 lbs.
The following parameters weie thus established:

Weight of the module at time of retrieval
W = 200 + (5.6)(0.134)(64) = 248 lbs.

Amount of water absorbed:
248-140 = 108 lbs.
or, 108 = 1.69 cubic foot

64

Remaining buoyancy after exposure:
168-108 - 60 lbs.

Loss of Buoyancy
168-60 = 647.

168

Conclusions: These results seem to indicate that most of the hydrospheres
have collapsed and that only the syntactic foam in the voids
between spheres and in the outside wall have resisted the
pressure thus accounting for the remaining buoyancy. The
material tested is inadequate for use at 1500 meters depth.
The supplier intends to open up the sample for further
autopsy. Long term tests of similar material at
shallower depths (1000 aii 500 meters) are indicated.

-Pi'
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Appendix D

Method of Measuring and Test Loads for Dacron Rope
of ACODAC Systems IV and VI

Ale following is a description of a procedure to establish the quantity of
synthetic fiber rope which will eventually stretch to a desired length when the load
across the rope is known. Length measurements based on percent elongation are
difficult to achieve when the rope cannot be measured in the sarae way as the sample
on which the percent elongation has been established. This procedure is based on
weight measurements rather than length measurements. It was suggested by
P. B. Stimson and the Samson Cordage Company.

Procedure:

Step 1 Take a sample from the machine run.

Step 2 Place two marks on the sample. NOTE: the sample is under no
tension whaLsoever when marking.

Step 3 Place sample in tensile machine, the marks being free of
splice and attachment points.

Step,4 Load the sample first to its tension during sea launching and
hold for the estimated time of launch. Then decrease tension
to value when on station. Measure the length exactly,
say L = 5.782 ft.

Step 5 Remove sample from tensile machine. Cut sample at marks.
Carefully weigh the sample - say W = 275.41 grams.

Step 6 The procedure has established that 275.41 grams of the particular
rope will stretch to 5.782 ft. when loaded (in the dry) in the
manner anticipated for the actual use. It can then be said that
one gram of the rope will have a length (under load) of

5. 782 = 0.02099 ft. or that a stretched foot of rope will weigh
275.41

5.782 grams = 47.6323 grams

Step 7 Establish the length needed to deploy the instrumentation at a
given distance from the ocean floor. Say this distance is

"" 7800 ft. The amount of rope needed which will stretch to this
distance is
(7800) ft. (47.6323) gram = 375,342.52 grps, or, (375.34252)

ft.

"- - (2.205) = 827.63 lbs. and this provided the rope elongates in the

same manner when immersed. IF .NOT then a correction must be made.

Step 8 Now comes the question of manufacturing a precise amount of rope.
One way to do this could be to:
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1. Produce a controlled but unknown quantity of rope (the
control instrument being a clock or a meter wheel).
Weigh this amount of rope. This permits to establish
t.an the machine produces "x" gram per unit of control
instrument (say 22.407 grams per second of 41.273 grams per
rotation of the meter wheel).

2. The manufacturT!ng of the amount needed will then be based
on the unit th", established.

For example, to produce 375,342.52 grams the machine will
have to run 375,342.52 =

41.273 = 9,094.1 revolutions.
Step 9 Now comes the question of cutting the rope to suitable lengths

for storing on the launching drums. This can be done in the
following way:

- Establish the storing capacity of the drum. Say this is
"1500 ft.

"- rhe number of lengths to cut will therefore be
7800'
1500'= 5.200

- The total production will have to be divided in six parts.
Five equal parts each weighing

"375,342.58 = 72,181.26 grams
5,2000

and one part weighing

(72,181.26)(0.2533) = 18,283.51 grams.

Step 10 The production is then divided by weight as suggested in Step 9.
The sum ol1 the weights gives a check on the total amount needed.

Step 11 The six (6) lengths can now be spliced at both ends.

Remarks:

To conclude, the total length is unknown and varies with load. The
total amount (lbs. or grams) of rope is however known and also its length"when loaded as anticipated. Loads on test sample of k" single braid

polyester Samson (D50-805) for ACODAC Systems IV and VI were:

Hold 1600 lbs. for 24 hours.
Down to 700 for one hour.

Thest loads correspond to anticipated averbge loading during launch
anchor first, and afterwards on recovery. The accuracy of the end result
depends on:

1. Conditions in which the weight of the sample and the weight
of the production are established. Ideally they should be
identical (same scale, same building, same temperature,

rL same humidity, etc...).
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2. Similitude between sample and production run.

3. Physical behavior of the rope when immersed in sea water.

4. Knowledge of the anticipated load when deployed.

-
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Appendix E

Summary of Analysis of the ACODAC System I Launching Transient

The array is deployed anchor first. Tension due to static and dynamic loads

dvring deployment are investigated, using simple models.

Method of Analysis

Static Tension: The static tension Ts is defined as

T 711i - 1X3i
s 1

where FWi is the sum of the component/weight (immersed or not,
depending on the situation) below the point studies, and is the sum of the
buoyant components below that point.

Dynamic Tension: Dynamic tension is investigated in two ways:

1. Solution of the wave equation, considering the cable as a continuous
elastic member supporting the anchor at one end and being forced to move
with ship motion at the other end. The solution neglects the hydrodynamic
drag.

2. Determination of the inertia forces and drag forces due to acceleration
and speed of the upper part of the mooring. The dynamic tension is then
assumed to be the sum of these two forces and is given by:

TDYN = Ti cos wt' + TD(sin wt') 2

(see derivation at end)

where T= a~mi

ii
I.

a = acceleration of line

= sum of virtual masses
below point studied

- TD = V" ik'CiAi.

V = speed of line, and

n w si C1 and A1 are drag
coefficients and areas of

2TD components below point.
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Die to complexity of problem and time allowance more rigorous analytical
solutions of the launching transient are not part of thin study.

Resonance: Periods of resonance for different lengths are established
in two wayG.

-Dteominetion of the natural frequencies of an equivalent npring
mass system.

- Results of solution of wave equation.

Resu lts:

Total Tension - The total tension is defined as the sum of the static
tension and the maximum dynamic tension. Results for different
critical points and times are presented in Table 1, "Line Tension
During Launching of Anchor". Safety factors for these points are also
listed. The dynamic excitation was defined as

Ship roll - 150

Amplitude of sheave motion - 7.75 ft.

Roll period = 7 secs.

The cri•ical point and time is when lowering the O.R.E. sphere in water.

Periis of Resonance: The period of resonance for different lengths of
immrsed cable are summarized in Table II below.

L.en•'t• (fit. Natural Period of Natural Period from
Spring Mass System Wave Equattfor Theory

(sec") (secH
100' 0.76

1000' 2.41 0.662

3500' 4.51 2.81

Derivation of Dynamic Tension Expressiot.

1. Wave Equation: The tension T(st) in a line supporting a mass M at its
lower end and having its lower end and having its upper end excited
according to

•(L,t) = B sin pt

is given by the solution of the elastic wave equation as:

i T••,t•= uzgS * Mg ÷ BeA
Tp2 cos i)S -P •in P sjcos pl a sinL sin pt aI~E a ai paE

a EA a
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where

S = Distance from lower end Ft.
L = Length of line Ft.

O = Line density Slug/ft.
M = Virtual mass of object at lower end Slug
E = Modulus of elasticity of line PSI
A = Cross section of rope IN 2

g Acceleration of gravity Ft/Sec2

a Speed of propagation of elastic wave

a = t/ISec

3 = Amplitude of excitation Ft.
p 2wf

2w angular frequency of
T excitation rad/Sec

2. Tension Based on Inertia and Drag Forces Inertial Effects:

a. The force necessary to accelerate the line and the components
is of the form

The particular acceleration "a" is 6.28 ft/sec2 . The mass Imi
is the virtual mass of all components below the point studikd
(actual mass and added mass).

b. Drag Effects: The force necessary to pull the components at a
speed V through the water is of the form

T = pV2 YCiAi
D 2 ~ 1

where V = 7 ft,(sec)

Ci = drag coefficient oi component "i"

and Ai = projected area of component "i"

c. Summation of Internal and Drag Forces - Starting from rest, end of
line going up, acceleration and speed are up, and the inertial and
drag forces are downwards and add. Of particilar interest is tlie
maximimum value of their sum. Assuming an harmonius excitation

p B Cos Wt

then V at = -Bw sin ut
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and a =z 2 C -BW2 CoS wt

The drag force as a function of time is the:

I-- v2 I ciA] [sin wtJ2 = T. (sin wt)2

1

and the inertial force as a function of time is:

F.= (am][coswt] = T. [coswt]

The sum is therefore:

F( =Ti cos wt + TD (sin wt)2

and F.. will occur when 2F _ aF Eta--()
at 5a(Wt)at

or when

-T.W sin wt + 2TD W sin (t +cos C tS

The particular time t' for maximum sum is therefore
wt, = cos' 1 T1

The force is then given by:

F ma T. iCos (wat'+ TD (sin wt')I

Pe o
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Appendix F

Io

ACODAC Station Logs 19731

a" ACODAC 1: Launching • Retrieval

ACODAC II:
aI

ACODAC III - System A:

-: ~ACODAC IV - System B:

ACODAC V - Syst.n A:

ACODAC VI - System B:
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No. a Acodac I

I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

"LOCATION SET: 39  48 .8,N DATE: My 1s-16, 197109 Way 15-16 971

!• 70 17.21W

f ! iWATER DEPTH: VE •tSS EL,: •=[r

WEATHER: Calm

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

65" BOARD

6S lb. Danforth Anchor 16:45ffl 16:4S

22 2730"1bs 1 1/2" chain 16:45 -weight in water

3 1I ft. of 3/4" plaited Pylon 17:00 covered with canvas

4 *AP* Acoustic Release #2 17:00 *Serial No-113 x-W0I-x-701084

S Geodyne Time Release 17:00 Set to fire. May 20 00800
Rides piggyback on ANF.

6 3 ton swivel 17:00

7 15' of 3/4" plaited Nylon 17:00 covered with canvas

8 Hydrophone 18:40 Serial #4

9 3/8" E/N cable - one Start
19:00 Continuous length

3'289 ft. length E/M cable Over

22:00 Packages of Glass galls
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD

10 C18) 16" # Glass Balls 19:40 Ist ball 40 ft. above hydrophone
(item #8) Balls are approx. 12'
apart. (1 1/4 turn on winch drum)
Cable paid out IS0 ft./min.

11 (8) 16 " G Glass balls 20:20 Start attachment of balls at 20:00
hr. - 600 ft. above Hydrophone
(item #8) Finish paying out item
#9 0 20:45.

12 Hydrophone 24:00 Serial #5. Start attaching 1 22:00

13 196 ft. - Z/8" E/N cable Hay 16 (Starts 00:01

14 (4) 16" * Glass balls 00:15

15 lydrophone 04:15 Serial #3

16 15 ft. - 3/8" - 3 x 19 wire rope 04:15

17 60 ft. - 7 conductors cable 08:30 Attached in/tape to itv- 16 • item
21 fed thru ORE. sphere.

18 48" 0. R. E. sphere 08:30 To item #24

19 OAR Radio 08:30 Working - Freq. 26.99S mc

20 OAR Light 08:30 Working

21 25 ft. - 3/8" - 3 x 19 wire rope 08:30

"22 AMP Acoustic Release 08:35 Serial #102

23 3 ft. - 1/2" chain 08:35

24 Battery Pod 08:35

2S IPV Sphere 08:35 Electrical cables loose. 3 rope

slings left on sphere.

26 OAR Light 08:35

27 OAR Radio 08:3S

28 AMF Release Fired x-701083 to winch working wire - Re-
D9:36 covery
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG

DEPLOYMENT No...,,,.,

31. RETRIEVAL OPERATION:

LOCATION: 39°488,N DATE: .Iy 18, 1971
70W17.2'W

WATER 3EPTH: 1148 meters VESSEL: Knorr #21

WEATHER: calm. Fog. Visibility less than 1 mile. Fair by noon.

ITEM TIME

DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS
BOARD

25 IPV Sphere 07:45 Release #1 fired @ 07:15
Upper balls bent during recovery.

26 OAR Light 07:45

27 OAR Radio 07:45 Working - Monitored on ships radio.

24 Battery Pod 07:46 Electrical cable ripped off connector.

23 3 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:46

22 AMF Acouslic Release #1 07:46 Pings on deck.
Release #2 command 0 08:47 Range on
ORE
0 Surface =1200 *°;ters

18 48" ORE sphere 09:10

20 OAR Light 09:10

19 OAR Radio 09:10 Working during Recovery. Antenna broke.

21 24 ft. - 3iS' - 3 x 19 wire rope 09:10
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

17 60 ft. - 7 Conductor Cable 09:10

16 15 ft. - 3/8" - 3 x 19 wire zipe 09:15

15 Hydrophone 09:15 Start disconnect E/l cable (item 013)
@ 09:15 completed @ 09:32.
Hydrophone leaks oil.

13 196 ft. 3/8" E/N cable 10:45 3/4 hr. to pass connector thru sleave.

14 (4) 16" 4 Glass balls 10:22 3 minutes to disconnect (2) Glass ball
assemblies.

12 Hydrophone 10:45 Start disconnect 6 10:25

9 3,289 ft. - 3/8" - E/M cable 10:45 Feeding connector thru sleave
Reeling cable I 11:1S.

11 (8) 16" * Glass balls 11:45 Large loops and kinks in -/M cable.

12:45 Resume hauling of 2nd half E/H cable.

10 (18) 16" * Glass bal'As 13:20 Large loops and kinks I ball package.

8 Hydrophone 13:30

7 15 ft. - 3/4" Plaited Nylon 13:35

6 Swivel 13:3S Turns freely by hand.

S AMF Acoustic Release 13:35

4 Geodyne Time Release 13:35 279 Red 1 o
27lak) 14:00 oin counter.297 Blac

Disarmed about 14:00

0

.-
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No. •

.. I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

LOCATION SET: 3217.9'W DATE:_Aug 8. 1971ii""'64029.6'WAu .17

Bermuda

WATER DEPTH: VESSEL:
3500 meters " sorth Seal"

SWEATHER: Sea State I - Rain

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD
1 Auxiliary Buoy - Filled Toriod 8/7/71

13:37 Chain Bridle

2 OAR Radio 13:37 Working

3 OAR Light 13:37 Working

4 200 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 13:37

5 ANF Release 13:40 Serial 112X

6 3 Ton Miller Swivel & Ring 13:40

7 15 ft.- 1/2" chain (to ring) 14:00

8 Drogue Chute 14:00

1 9 1500 lb. Anchor 14:00 1 1!2" chain bundle

10 8 ft.-1/2"chain (to ring) 13:40

, 15 f*. - 3/4" Nylon 13:40 covered with fire hose.

12 ANF Release 14:OS Sexial 116X

1
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I TEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

___.......______.....__ ,BOARD ,

13 Geodyne Time Release 14:05 Serial 00637 (fires 8-25-1000)

14 3 Ton Swivel 14:05 Special St. St.

15 (3) 16" * Glass Balls 14:05 on 7 ft. - 1/2" * chain

16 170 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 14:07

17 170 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 14:10

18 Hydrophone #6 14:42 (02 cable)

19 196 ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 15:00

20 Hydrophone #5 15:00 (14 cable)

21 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 15:15

22 Hydrophone #4 15:15 (RS cable)

23 196 ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 15:27

24 Flydrophone #3 15:27 (#6 cable) Placing (2) lengths of
E/M cable on winch.

25 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 16:00

26 Hydrophone #2 16:00 (97 cable)

27 196 ft. 3/8" E/N cable 16:10

28 Hydrophone #1 16:10 (#8 cable)

29 200 ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 16:10

30 (20) 16" * Glass balls 16:30 In yellow hard hats.

31 Glass Ball Buoy #1 16:45

32 OAR Light 16:4S Working

[ 33 OAR Radio 16:45 Working

300 ft. 3/4" Nylon 17:00 Deploying line. Towing on site.

18:19 Firing of Release 112X

18:22 Glass Ball Buoy tows under.

[j 18:24 Angle -froa vertical -30°

18:29 Angle from vcrtical•r0S0

[j18:31 Angle from vertical,% 00
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ITEM TIME
# DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD

34 ANF Release #1 on 3 ft. 1/211 chain 22:10 Serial 0101

35 Battery Pod 01:00

36 (2) 16" # Glass balls 01:00 Attached to item 3S

37 IPV 01:00

38 OAR Radio 01:00 Working - freq. 21.045 mc

39 OAR Light 01:00 Working

Mooring dropped in free fall.

Note:

Speed of descent

1.5 m/sec slowing down to 1.3 a/sec

after approximately S minutes.

Al
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No. . Acodac II

Ir. RETRIEVAL OPERATION:

LOCATION: 32'17.9'N DATE: Aug. 20, 1971, 64*29.6'W

Bermuda

WATER DEPTH: 3SOO meters. VESSEL: R/V North Seal

WEATHER: Sea State 1. Wind westerly S-10 kts; Mostly sunny; One Rain squall 12:45-13:45

ITEM TIME
* DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

- IPV Release Command 10:18

- IPV on Surface 11:00

39 OAR Light 12:s/ Good condition. Working

38 OAR Radio 12:27 Working

37 IPV 12:27 Good condition. Had been brushed
along port side of ship for about
10 ft. during recovery. Small paint
scratch on one hemisphere.

36 (2) 16" 9 Glass balls. 12:27 Attached to item F35.

35 Battery Pod 12:27 Leaking oil. First, oil slick noted
around IPV on surfacc, prior to
recovery. Oil film noted on sides of
containers oozing from vcnt holes.
Uncertain whether other oil leak
exists. One possible explanation fox
"leakage is gassing of batteries.
"Considerable amount of oil was
deposited on deck due to this leakage

"I109
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

_ _ _ _ __ BCARD
35 con't 12:27 making footage hazardous. Leakage

continued well into Saturday

morning, Aug. 21. Following
battery voltages read:

""- -13, -13, +13, +13.

34 MIF Release (IPV) 12:27 Excellent CoTdition

- Mooring Release Conimand 13:08

- G. B. Buoy on Surface 13:30

-. 33 Oar Radio 14:15 Working. Removed from buoy frame at
14:21.

32 OAR Light 14:15 Transparent plastic housing broken
when ship struck buoy during re-
covery.

31 Glass Ball Buoy 14:15 Buoy apparently slipped about 8"
"r " upward on PLP hairpins. Hairpins

frayed open at ends. Slippageapparently due to plastic flow of PVC
S~insert in load clamp.

30 (20) 16" * Glass balls. 14:30 Three pairs of balls floating, the
rest submerged. Several hairpins at
ball load clamps frayed. Sharp bend
in E/M cable when lifting balls
with crane.

29 200 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 14:45 Several kinks in section between
Glass Ball Buoy and 20 Glass Balls;
one kink particularly bad. No kinks
in any part of mooring that remained
subsurface.

28 Hydrophone Cage #8 15:10 Anode working.

27 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable IS:IS Upper connector spring broken; piece
saved. Subsequent informed opinion
believes break due to hydrogen em-
brittlement caused by working of
aluminum anodes about E/N cable in
way of springs. In other cases
where springs were broken and E/Ncable visible, there were no signs

I of corrosion.

26 Ilydrophone Cage #7 15:3n Good Condition.

25 196 ft.-3/8" E/M cable 15:40 Connector spring broken through at

0
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ITEM 
TiME

DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS
BOARD

25 C 4.. Ebase 

of connector.24 Hydrophone Cage #6 15:45 oh to.b. - on board. st- stowed.)

Discrepancy in cage numbers between
"as launched" and "as recovered,"
condition is puzzling. Perhapssomeone has shifted cage positions; 
in mooring?

23 196 ft. - 3/1 E/M cable 
-5:55 Lower connector spring broken.22 Hydrophone Caze #S 16:01 Good condition.

21 196 ft. - 3/8" E/£1 16:08 Upper spring broken. Lower one2 still in one piece.20 iydrophone Cage #4 16:16 Good Condition
19 196 ft. - 3/6" E/1 cable 16:25 Upper and lower springs broken.
18 HydrophoiAe Cage #2 Z'627 Cable harness hanging out at lower

cc*-er.17 170 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 
16:35 Frayed point about 40 ft. from top.

At first Al Davison thought this tobe a splice, but found it to be..... "1 a fish bite.
16 170 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 16:40 Good Condition

iS (3) 16" G Class balls 16:40
14 !- S-.,-%& 

16:40
13 Geodyne Tim Release 

16:40 Good Condition. Not fired.
12 AlE (bottom) release 

16:40 Good Condition.

ILLI1i
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG

DEPLOYMENT No.. . .dac - system A

I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

LOCATION SET: 3?"29.9' DATE: oct. 13, 197119036. 1 'W

Madeira

WATER DEPTH: 4470 aeters VESSEL:,-Ncth sear'

WEATHER: Cloudy, 10 Kut. wind, 3-4 ft seas, Afternoon clear, 20 Knt wind, 6-8 ft seas.

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD_
1 Toriod Buoy (Aux) 06:43 with chain bridle - (homemade)

Radar reflection.

2 OAR Radio Bearin 06:43

3 10 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 06:43

4 30 ft. - 1/2" chain 06:43

S 140 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 07:30

6 AMF Release 07:30 Transponder Code #1

7 Swivel 07:30

8 Ring 07:30

9 Danfirth Anchor 07:30 Attached with 1/2" chain to item #10.

" "10 1S00 lb. anchor 07:30 Bundle of used chain.

11 Parachute 07:30 Attached to item #12

, 12 20 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:30 from anchor to ring.

I.



"" ITEM TIME

DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS
BOARD

13 8 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:50 from ring to item #14

14 2IS ft,,- 3/4" Mlon (0:35 with chafing protection.

is AMF Release 07:40 Transponder GDE 21

16 Geodyrne TimRe Please 07:40 mounted in parallel with AHF

release.

17 Swivel 07:40

18 (3) 16" * Glass balls 07:40 Bolted 8 ft. - 1/2" chain.

19 100 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 07:42

20 120 ft.-3/4" Nylon 08:10

21 Hydrophone #6 08:10 Serial #2

22 895 ft. - 3/8°E/N cable 08:40

23 (2) 16" 4 Glass balls 08:22 Atached 200 ft. from upper end of
item f22.

24 Hydrophone 05 08:40 Serial #4

25 4,792 ft., - 3/8" E/M cable 09:55

26 (14) 16" # Cliss balls 09:15 Attached in middle of item #25

27 Hydrophone #4 11:36 Serial #5

09:55 Launching interrupted -
Reeling more E/M cable on winch drum.
Resumes 11;3S.

28 2794 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 12:45

29 (20) 16", Glass balls 12:15 Attached 1000 ft from upper end of
item #28.

30 Hydrophone #3 12:45 Serial #6

31 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 13:15

32 1(2) 160' Glass balls 13:00 Attached to middle of item #31

33 Hydrophone #2 13:15 Serial #7

34 196 ft. - 3/8" EM cable 14:25

35 (2) 16"0 Class balls 13:20 Attached 60 ft. from top end of

item #34.
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ITEMj I TIME
SDESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKSV BOARD

36 Hydrophone #1 14:25 Serial 08

37 200 ft. - 3/8"' E/1 cable 14:30

-- 38 (6) 16" * Class bmals 14:30 Attached in siddle of item #37

39 Glass ball buoy 15:30

40 OAR Light 17:30

"41 N4F Release 17:30

42 Power Supply 17:30

"43 1PV Sphere 17:30

i 44 OAR Light 17:30

"45 OAR Radio 17:30

"- Note:

*. :Aiux. buoy release fired 0 17:40
t.. s•uk 0 17:58.

1i
tL
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I; ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG

DEPLOYMENT No.. Acodac III -System A

t. RETRIEVAL OPERATION:

LOCATION: 33s29.9'N DATE: Oct. 20, 1971
19*36.1 'W

Madeira

WATER DEPTH: 4470 meters VESSEL: Norh Seal

WEATHER: Sea State 1, 5 Knot wind, Bright and Sunny. Barometer 30.25.

ITEM TIME
* DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD __________ __

4S OAR Radio 09:05 Working

44 OAR Light 09:05 Working

43 IPV 09:05 Landed 09:31 VA cc s 18 1/2" Hg.

42 Power Supply 09:05 1) +8.Sv 2) -11.0v 3) *l1.Sv
4) :12.Ov 5) -11.ov.

11 AMF Release 09:06 Unfired cable to release broken off4 at connector on release.

40 OAR Light 09:40

39 Glass Ball Buoy 09:40

38 (6) 16" # Glass balls 10:10

37 200ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 10:IS Kink at buoy cleared. Balls cleared.

36 Hydrophone #1 10:20 E - 6.Sv

35 (2) 16" , Glass balls 10:25
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

_ _OARD__
34 196 ft. - E/1 cable 10:34 Lower connector spring broken and

very corroded.

33 Hydrophone #2 10:39 E a 6.7 volts

32 (2) 16" * Glass balls 10:57

31 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 10:59

30 Hydrophone #3 11:03 E * 6.8 volts

29 (20) 16" * Glass balls 11:41

28 2794 ft. - 3/8 E/N cable 12:22

27 Hydrophone 44 12:30

26 (14) 16" * Glass balls 14:33

25 4792 ft. - 3/8" E/1 cable 14:56 Badly bent at upper connector.
Installed emergency clamp.

SHydrophone # 15:00 6.75v a E

23 (2) 16" * Glass balls 15:13

22 895 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 15:19 Upper connector sprirnj practically
gone.

21 lydrophone #6 15:23 E 0

20 120 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 15:24

19 100 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 15:24

18 (3) 16" * Glass balls 15.24

17 Swivel 15:24

16 Geodyne Time Release 15:24

15 AMF Release 15:24

I 1.

a.
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COMMENTS: Acoda III -A

1.) IPV Transponding Intermittent. IPV release attempted

for 50 minutes without success.

2.) 08:03 IPV surfaced.

3.) 08:03 Line oa IPV

4.) l0-06 Hydeophone checks out. 12 (Lottom) lowest.

S." !3:SS Started rewinding 2,'/94 ft. length.

6.) Glass nIJ .uoy Floa:ing on Mide. 6 additional balls

showing.
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No.- Acodac Iv- System B

I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

LOCATION SET: HADEIRA DATE: 0,t. 11, 1971

33*22.8'N
19*41.5'W

WATER DEPTH: 459Smtors VESSEL- ,North Seal"

WEATHER: 3 ft. waves, Cloudy, Rain, S-10 Kt wind.,

ITEM TIME
* DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD
1 Toroid buoy (Aux) 06:45 with chain bridle freq. 27.045 mc

2 OAR Light on buoy 06:45

3 OAR Radio on buoy 06:45

4 10 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 06:45

5 30 ft. - 1/2" chain 06:45

6 140 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 06:45

7 AF RELEAS 06:45 TRANSPONDER Code #2

a Swivel 06:45

9 Ring 06:45

10 Danforth Anchor 07:25 Attached to item 11 with 1/2"
chain.

11 5S00 lbs. anchor 07:2S Bundle of used chain.

12 Parachute 07:25 Attached to Item 913.
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

___BOARD

13 20 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:25 from Item #a1 to Item #9

14 8 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:30 from Item #9 to Item #15

15 1S ft. - 3/4" Nylon 07:30 Chaffing protection

16 AMF RELEASE 07:30 TRANSPONDER CODE #8

17 Gee&-mne Time Re'ease 07:30 Mounted in parallel with AMW

18 Swivel 07:30

19 (3) 16" 0 Glass Balls 07:30 Bolted to 8 ft. -1/2" ch&a.i

20 850 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 07:45

21 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 08:00

22 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 08:40

23 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 09:00

24 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 09:40

25 (3) 16" # Glass balls 09:40 Bolted on 8 ft. - 1/2"chin

26 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 11:04

27 Hydrophone #6 11:04 Serial #2

28 296 tt. - 3/8" E/M CAULE 11:25

29 Hyerophmoe #5 11:25 Serial #4

30 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 11:40

31 Hydrophone #4 11:40 Serial #S

32 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 13:05

33 Hydrophone #3 13:05 Serial #6

34 196 ft. - 3/8-' E/M CABLE 13:25

35 Hydrophone #2 13:25 Serial #7

36 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 13:40

37 Hydrophone #1 13:40 Serial #8

38 200 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 13:4S starts towing. 16:30 Ends.

39 (10) 16" * Glass balls 16:S0 Attached to ITEM 138

ik,• N.....



ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

- 40 GLASS dALL BUOY 17:1S• freq. 27.14S mc.
Buoy spins, hauled back on

41 OAR LIGHr 17:15 board. Secured with 2 Nylon
ties to prevent spinning.

. - 42 OAR RADIO 17:15

43 AMP RELEASE 20:20 TRANSPONDER CODE 5

-- 44 BATTERY POD 20:20

45 IPV Sphere 20:20 freq. 27.19S

-- 46 OAR Light 20:20

47 OAR RADIO 20:20

11
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG

DEPLOYMENT No.- Acodac IV - System B

31. RETRIEVAL OPERATION:

LOCATION: zz'*1.5'W DATE: oct. 18, 1971

WATER DEPTH: 4S95 meters VESSEL: North Seal

WEATHER: Sea State 2, wind and swell from S. E. sunshine, S-10 Knot wind all day.

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

47 OAR RADIO 10:00 Working

47 OAR LIGHT 10:00 Not working. Water inside.

45 I. P. V. Sphere 10:00 Floating with list and low freeboard.
VACC. - 10"Hg

44 Battery Pod 10:10 2 Missing #2 & #3. Apparently
separated on laurnch.

43 AMF RELEASE #1 10:10 Working

42 OAR RADIO BEACON 11:46 Working

41 OAR Light 11:46 Working

40 Glass Ball Buoy 11:46 Floating on side. Radio beacon
under water. Lower plate chaffed.

12:13 Wire fouled. Apparently on
rudder... CLEARED.

39 (10) 16" * GLXSS BALLS 12:50 Cases warped.

SI..,



"ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

38 200 ft.-3/8" E/M CABLE 13:30 Small kink at top at G.B. Float
due to twist on launch. Chaffing
on pigtail.

37 Hydrophone #1 13:32 Boot pulled free at top. Little
water in lower connector. Female
part. E-6.7 volts.

36 196 ft. - 3/8 E/M CABLE 13:48
35 Hydrophone #2 13:54 Boot free at bottom. CONNECTORS

Good. E=6.7 v.

34 196 ft. - 3/8" E/l CABLE 14:12 Lower spring gone in places.

33 Hydrophone #3 14:16 Ea6.8 v.

32 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 14:38

31 Hydrophone #4 14:43 E=6.8v.

30 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 14:55

29 Hyd.ophone #5 15:00 Water drops in upper connector
#2. Pin on conn. bent slightly.
E=6.8v.

28 196 ft. - 3/8" E/N CABLE 15:14

27 Hydrophone #6 15:18 Possibly a drop of water in upper
connector. Torn rubber boot.
Probably water in connector.
E=6.9v.

26 1S00 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 15:55

25 (3) 16" * GLASS BALLS 15:55

24 1S00 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 16:22

23 1S00 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 16:40

L. 22 1soo ft. - 1/2" DACRON 16:53

* 21 1S00 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 17:05

20 850 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 17:12

19 3-16" # Glass balls 17:12

18 Swivel 17:12

17 Geodyne Release 17:12

16 AMP RELEASE !-7:12
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Acodac IV -BCO M M ENTS: ,___.___,_.

Total Recovery time 9 hrs. 48 =in.

Notes:

1) Main battery packs 02 and 03 missing from assembly on recovery; ap-

parently fell off on launch.

2) IPV seemed to have marginal free board while on surface; even with loss

of 2 Battery Packs.

3) Four ounces Capprox) of sea water found within IPV. Apparently vacuum

valve 12 leaked again, both thru cap and needle valve.

4) full tape had been played; Data on all channels near end of tape.

5) Glass Ball Buoy floating on Side.

!2
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No. Acodac, v-system A

I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

LOCATION SET: q:j:ý:2 DATE: Nov. 2, 1971

Mediterranean (Ionian Sea)

WATER DEPTH: 3365 ,mter VESSEL: North Seal

WEATHER: Clear, 10 knt wind, 3-5 ft. waves.

ITEM TIMEr DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS
BOARD

1 TORIOD BUOY (AUX) 06:58 with chain Bridle - Radar reflector.
freq. 27.045 Lic.

2 OAR Light 06:58

3 OAR Radio 06:S8 Working

4 10 ft. - 3/4" Nylor, 06:58

5 30 ft. - 1/2" chair. 06:58

6 120 ft. - 4/3" Nylon 07:07

7 AMF RPLEASE 07:08 CODE 3

8 3 TON MILLER SWIVEL 07:08

9 Ring 07:06

10 20 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:06 from ITEM #9 to ITEM #12

11 96" chute 07.06 ATTACHED t c- 10

12 1500 lbs Anchor 07:05 with 65 lb 3anforth
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

___....._ BOARD

13 S ft. - 1/2" chain 07:09 from Item #9 to Item #14

14 15 ft. - 3/4" Nyloi5  7:20 with chaffing protection.

15 AMF RELEASE 7:20 Code 2

16 Geodyne Release 7:20 In parallel with Item #15

37 3 Ton Swivel 7:20

23 (3) 16" * Glass balls 7:21 Attached to 7 ft. - 1/!" chain

19 300 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 7:25

20 Hydrophone #6 7:30 Serial #8

21 4194 ft. - 3/8" E/M CABLE 08:05

22 (10) 16" * Glass Balls 07:56 Bolted to Item #21, 1750 ft.
from upper end.

23 Hydrophone #5 08:20 Serial #2

"24 2959 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 08:S2

"25 (16) 16" Glass Balls 08:45 Bolted to Item #24, 1000 ft. from
upper end.

26 Hydrophone #4 09:04 Serial #4

27 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M .able 09:06 Towing & reeling more E/M cable
on winch.

28 Hydrophone #3 10:48 Serial #5

29 196 ft. 3/8" E/M cable 10:50

30 Hydrophone #2 11:00 Serial # 6

"31 2631 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 11:33

32 (16) 16" Glass Balls 11:35 Bolted to Item #31, 1000 ft. from
upper end.

33 Hydrophone #1 11:45 Serien, 47

34 200 ft. 3/8" E/M Cable 12:22

35 (6) 16" * Glass Baills 11:50 Bolted_ to Ttma #34

36 (1) Glass Ball Float 12:22 Bolted to Ioem #34 freq, 27.245 mc

37 OAR Light 12:22 Working
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II TEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ BOARD _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

38 OAR Radio 12:22 Working

3•l 39 AMF RELEASE 13:07

40 Battery Pod 13:07

- 41 IPV Sphere 13:07 freq. 26.99S sc

42 OAR Light 13:07

43 OAR Radio 13:07

i .1
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No. - Mod= V - System A

S "1. RETRIEVAL OPERATION: apv)

LOCATION: .'" DATE:6 N 1971

__________ 1I762'-.7 'E DATE:__ Nov. 2, 17

Mediterranean 'lonian i-ea)

WATER DEPTHS 3365 x*etos VESSEL: North Seal

WEATHER: Clear.

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

eBOARD
R-kelease IPV fired 16:30 IPV Surfaced imaediately on

board with battery Pod and AMP
0 18:06.

SEE CONMNKS

ri1
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COMMENTS: Acodac V-SystemA

Date: Nov. 2, 1971

Note: The IPV was called to surface a few hours after setting because a leak

was detected by Acoustic Telemetry. Decision was made to call rather

than let it down at the risk of

(1) sinking and losing the entire gear.

(2) a short in the Bus Bar resul.ting in no data.

Upon opening sphere, cause of leak was traced back to faulty seal of

structural penetrator (EAR).

ti
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No.. Acodac V - System A

UI. RETRIEVAL OPERATION:

LOCATION: 36"15.7'N DATE: Nov. 2S, 1971

17*26.7'E --

Mediterranean (Ionian Sea)

WATER DEPTH: 3365 meters North Seal

WEATHER: Clear

ITEM TIME
* DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS= BOARD

S38 OAR RADIO 18:25

37 OAR LIG;HT 18 :25

36 (1) Double Glass Ball Float 18:25 Secured 18:30

35 (6) 16" * Glass Ball 18:40

34 200 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 18:45

3.ý Hydrophone #1 18:45 E=6.8v

32 (16) 16" * Glass Balls 19:15

31 2631 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 19:30

30 Hydrophore F.. 19:35 E=6.8v. Continual strean of oil.

29 196 ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 19:45

28 Hydrophone 19:50 E=6.8v. Spewing oil.

27 196 ft. - 3/8" E/4 cablo 20:00



ITEM TIME
# DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD
26 Hydrophone #4 20:05 E=6.Sv. Spewing oil. Bottom spring

off.

25 (16) 16" * Glass Balls 20:19

24 2959 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 20:35

23 Hydrophone #5 20:45 E-7.4v

22 (10) 16" * Glass Balls 21:04

21 4194 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 21:21

20 Hydrophone #6 21:25 E=6.3v Boot Torn.

19 300 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 21:30 top 80 ft. fouled

18 (3) 16" * Glass Balls 21:30

17 3 ton swivel 21:30

16 Geodyne P.elease 21:30

15 AMF RELEASE 21:30
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No.- Acodac VI- System B

I. LAUNCHING OPERATION:

LOCATION SET: 36"17.8'N DATE: SET: Nov. 1, 197117*13.2'E

Mediterranean (lonian Sea)

WATER DEPTH: 3365 meters VESSEL: North Seal

WEATHER: Clear, 3 ft. seas, 5-.0 Knt. wind.

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

"BOARD

1 TOROID SUOY (AUX) 06:58 with chain bridle. Radar re-
flector. freq. 27.045 mc

2 OAR Light 06:58 Not working. Bumped during launch.

3 OAR Radio 06:58 Working

4 10 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 06:58

5 30 ft. - 1/2" chain 06:58

6 120 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 06:53

7 AMF RELEASE 07:15 CODE #9

8 3 Ton MILLER SWIVEL 07:15

9 Ring 07:15

10 20 At., - 1/2" chain 07:15 from Item #9 to Item #12

il co6" chute 07:15 Attached to Item #10

12 1500 lbs. anchor 07:15
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A ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVEP- REMARKS

BOARD

13 8 ft. - 1/2" chain 07:15 from Iten #9 to Item #14

14 15 ft. - 3/4" Nylon 07:15 with chaffing protection.

15 ANF RELEASE 07:20 CODE #8

16 Geodyne RELEASE 07:20 In parallel with Item #15

17 3 Ton MILLER SWIVEL 07:20

18 (3) 16" * Glass balls 07:20 Attached to 7 ft. - 1/2" chain

19 1108 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 07:30

20 1500 ft. - 1/2" DkCRON 07:44

21 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 08:07

22 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 08:07

23 (3) 16" * Glass Balls 08:07 Attached to7 ft. - 1/2" chain.

24 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 08:14

25 Hydrophone #6 08:25 Serial 68

26 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 08:29

27 Hydrophone #5 08:42 Serial #2

28 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 08:50

29 Hydrophone #4 08:S5 Se-ial #4

30 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 09:07

31 Hydrophone #3 09:09 Serial #5

32 196 ft. - 3/S" E/M cable 09:19

33 Hydrophone #2 09:22 Serial #6

34 186 ft. -- 3/8" E/M cable 09:22

35 Hydrophone #1 09:28 Serial #7

36 200 ft. - 3/8" E/m cable 09:30

37 (8) 16" * Glass Balls 09:40 Start towing; bolted to Item #36,
100 ft. from upper end.

38 (1) Double Blass Ball Float 12:15 Bolted to Item #36, 45 ft. from up-
,ter end.
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION OVER- REMARKS

BOARD

39 OAR Light 12:15 Working.

40 OAR Radio 12:1S Working. Antenna bent by chain
bridle from towing.

41 AMP REL WSE 13:18 Code #S

42 Batter Pod 13:18

43 IPV sphere 13:18

44 Oar Light 13:18

45 OAR Radio 13;18
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ACODAC MOORED STATION LOG
DEPLOYMENT No.. Acodac VI System B

7T. RETRIEVAL OPERATI ON:

LOCATION" 36"17.8'N DATE:
"17132'E-- Nov. 25, 1971

Mediterranean (Ionian Sea)

WATER DEPTH: 3365 meters VESSEL: North Seal

WEATHER: clear

ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS

BOARD

45 OAR Radio Beacon 09:00 Broken Antercia

44 OAR Light 09:00 Working

43 IPV 09:3S Secured by 09:40

42 Battery Pod 09:35

41 AMF RELEASE C9:44 kbrking

40 OAR Radio Beacon 10:55 Bent but operating

39 OAR Light 10:55 Not working.

38 (1) DOUBLE GLASS BALL FLOAT. 10:53 E/m cable cut at both ends.

37 (8) 16" 0 Glass Balls 11:01

36 200 ft. - 3/811 E/M c•able 11:15

3S Ilydrophono #1 11:25 E-6.7v Sig 3.5 Vp/p

34 196 ft - 3/8" EiM cable 11:40
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ITEM TIME
DESCRIPTION ON- REMARKS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ BOARD

33 Hlydrophone #2 11:45 E=7.lv Sig 3.0 vp/p
32 196 ft. - 3/8" E/N cable 13:05

31 Hydrophone #3 13:08 E-6.5v Sig 3.0 vp/p

30 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 13:10

29 Hydrophone #4 13:?S EBov Sig 1.0 vp/p

28 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 13:20

27 Hydrophone #5 13:25 E-6.8v Sig 2.5 vp/p

26 196 ft. - 3/8" E/M cable 13:28

25 Hydrophone #6 13:30 E-6.3v Sig 2.0 vp/p

"24 1500 ft. - 1/2"t DACRON 13:42

23 (3) 16" * Glass Balls 13:57

22 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 14:10

21 1500 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 14:17

20 1108 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 14:32

19 1108 ft. - 1/2" DACRON 14:38

18 (3) 16" s Glass Balls 14:39

17 3 TON MILLER SWIVEL 14:39

16 Geodyne Release 14:39

i5 AMF RELEASE 14:39

i t
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COMMENTS:. Acodac VI

Operation:

Time

06:45 Pipe putting A4F transducer over broke (weld) just as getting

underway to moor. Rep-tired by elimination 1/2 of pipe. Seas calm

so operation from lower deck (main!. Put tramsducer in range bearing

and then let go.

07:05 Rerigged and interrogating.

S07:10 Underway. Ccurse 1800 - 3 Knt. AMP barge 6,750 meters.

07:25 Ship all Stop. Transducer in water.

07:34 Range 1 4950 m - resume course 1800 - 3 Knt.

07:58 Release of unit accomplished.

08:13 Unit surfaced. Range 3850 a 0 450 off stern on starboard.

08:14 Course 1800.

1 08:23 Entire mooring was released and is now visible on surface. IPV release

didn't work.

09:15 Sphere on IPV.

Sphere - sides badly scratched from ship. Spheres have slipped

down on one side as if it was not held tight by clamps. One bolt

sheared off. Another bent.

Battery Pod Voltages

1) +10:5 v 3) +9.0 v

- 9:0 v -9.5 v

2) + 9.5 v 4) +9.S v

I :10.0 v -9.5 v
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,COMMENTS: Acodac VI

Hydrophones

U #1 (top) Strain relief badly corroded, Mg anode apparently not effective.

Steel bolt badly rusted. Corrosion in transducer connector. Hydrophone

covercd with oil.

#2 Connector O.K. Little oil on hydrphone.

#3 Grease. Connector O.K.

#4 Grease. Connector OK.

1I37

1I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH

875 NORTH RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 1425

ARLINGTON VA 22203-1995
IN REPLY REFER TO:

5510/1
Ser 3210A1011 /06
31 Jan 06

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION LIST

Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 5510.36

Encl: (1) List of DECLASSIFIED LRAPP Documents

1. In accordance with reference (a), a declassification review has been conducted on a
number of classified LRAPP documents.

2. The LRAPP documents listed in enclosure (1) have been downgraded to
UNCLASSIFIED and have been approved for public release. These documents should
be remarked as follows:

Classification changed to UNCLASSIFIED by authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations (N772) letter N772A/6U875630, 20 January 2006.

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution is
unlimited.

3. Questions may be directed to the undersigned on (703) 696-4619, DSN 426-4619.

BRIAN LINK
By direction



Subj: DECLASSIFICATION OF LONG RANGE ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION PROJECT
(LRAPP) DOCUMENTS

DISTRIBUTION LIST:
NAVOCEANO (Code N 121LC - Jaime Ratliff)
NRL Washington (Code 5596.3 - Mary Templeman)
PEO LMW Det San Diego (PMS 181)
DTIC-OCQ (Larry Downing)
ARL, U of Texas
Blue Sea Corporation (Dr.Roy Gaul)
ONR 32B (CAPT Paul Stewart)
ONR 3210A (Dr. Ellen Livingston)
APL, U of Washington
APL, Johns Hopkins University
ARL, Penn State University
MPL of Scripps Institution of Oceanography
WHOI
NAVSEA
NAVAIR
NUWC
SAIC
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